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ABSTRACT
ossil fuels (i.e. oil, coal and natural gas) as well as nuclear power are the
main sources of energy used by the human kind. The extensive growth of
consumed energy in the past decades raises the concern that fossil fuels

reserves will deplete soon. This concern, along with the environmental side
effects of burning fuels, encourages researches to find alternative, renewable
energy sources. Solar cells are a promising renewable alternative, allowing direct
conversion of solar energy into electrical power. 1st generation silicon solar cells
are now exhibiting power conversion efficiencies of ~25%. However, the
widespread expansion in the use of these solar cells remains limited due to the
high costs of starting materials as well as fabrication procedures. Colloidal
semiconductor Nanocrystals (NCs) are promising materials for low-cost and high
efficiency solar cells. Their unique optoelectronic properties as well as simple and
safe solution phase syntheses and film fabrication, suggests that NC based solar
cells could allow low cost solar conversion. The quantum confinement of charge
carriers within the NCs leads to distinctive thermal and optical properties that
may also be used to overcome the efficiency limits governing traditional solar
cells in so-called 3rd generation solar cells.
Nevertheless, charge confinement is a mixed blessing also limiting the efficiency
of current NCs based solar cells. The confinement energy of the NCs needs to be
overcome in order for excitons to be efficiently dissociated as well as for charge
transport between adjacent NCs. This study is focused on various ways to
overcome the exciton binding energy in a NCs solid to allow exciton dissociation
to charge carriers.
Following Soreni-Harari et al., revelation of energetic level tuning of NCs using
ligand exchange, we demonstrate the application of such tuning to introduce a
type-II

heterojunction

between

organic

polymer

and

NCs

solid.

The

heterojunction allows better exciton dissociation exhibits two orders of
magnitude improvement in device performance at the near infrared (NIR) region.
We also propose a novel approach where an all NCs device was formed with an
active layer made from a single batch of NCs. The heterojunction in this work is
1

formed using an energy shift induced by different capping ligands covering the
NCs.
Following the above promising results, we investigate the effect of mixed capping
layer on the properties of NCs. We found that by attaching two different molecules
to a nanocrystal one can induce electric fields large enough to significantly alter
the electronic and optoelectronic properties of the quantum dot. This electric field
is created within the nanocrystals due to a mixture of anchor groups ligands.
Examining the optical properties of the nanocrystals we found that the first
excitonic peak shifts as a function of the capping layer composition. Namely, by
varying the composition of the layer, the strength of the electric field can be fine
tuned. We also demonstrate that the use of mixed ligands induced electric field
dramatically enhances the charge generation efficiency nanocrystals based solar
cells, thus improving the overall cell’s efficiency.
Finally we demonstrate that the intrinsic energy level alignment between two
different types of NCs could be harnessed to overcome the exciton binding energy
of both materials. We systematically study different ways combining such NCs of
different surface chemistry and different sizes in order to improve solar cells
efficiencies.
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INTRODUCTION

he goal of this dissertation is to investigate the physical properties that
govern the performance of colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs)
based solar cells. Understanding the various parameters that affect NCs

based solar cells will allow comprehensive design of low cost, high efficiency
devices.
Colloidal nanocrystals are chemically synthesized materials. As a by product of
the wet synthesis, NCs are capped with organic capping layer, consist of
surfactants called ligands. Traditionally the capping layer was overlooked or
treated merely as a dissolving agent. More recently, the ligand layer attracted
limited attention, and was dealt as a charge transport barrier between the NC and
its surroundings.
We were interested in a more broad nomenclature, treating the colloidal NCs as
hybrid organic/inorganic entities. To that extent we investigate the affect of the
capping layer on the optical and electrical properties of the NCs. Understanding
the reciprocal relations between the inorganic core and the organic capping layer
allows us the detailed design of novel NCs based solar cells. Specifically we exploit
the affect of the capping layer on the NCs, in order to enhance charge generation
in several types of solar cell devices.
The thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter one introduces the main building blocks of this research – the colloidal
semiconductor nanocrystals. The chapter begins with introduction to the concept
of Quantum dots and low dimension semiconductors. Then the colloidal
implementations of Quantum dots - semiconductor nanocrystals, are described.
Chapter two introduces the main concepts of solar energy conversion using solar
cells. The chapter begins with a general description of the photovoltaic effect
which is the physical phenomena that underline solar cell operation .A short
description of solar radiation as the input of solar cells system is followed. The
electrical characteristics of solar cells and standard figures of merit used to
describe device performance are next described. Towards the end of the chapter
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the theoretical limitation to solar cell conversion efficiency is discussed including
methods to overcome these limits.
Chapter three introduces solution processed solar cells. The chapter begins with
an introduction to organic photovoltaic cells as a prototype for solution processed
cells. The physical processes in such devices as well as the various structures of
them are described. Next, colloidal Nanocrystals based solar cells are discussed,
highlighting the difference between the physical processes in these devices and
the well established organic cells. The choice of possible inorganic materials for
NCs based solar cells is also discussed. Finally the chapter closes in a literature
review of the current progress in the field of NCs based PVs.
Chapter four describes the various methods that were used in order to
characterize NCs based solar cells. Since the devices were characterized in a
designated measuring system the second part of this chapter (Solar cells
characterization) is designed as a user manual for the benefit of future users.
Chapter five introduces the work of Soreni-Harari, Yaacobi-Gross, et al. [1], which
sets the initial inspiration for this research. We systematically show that the NC
energy levels position (relative to the vacuum level) is affected by the capping
ligands layer, and therefore can be tuned by simple means of ligands exchange.
Towards the end of the chapter, the application of this tuning in hybrid polymerNCs solar cells is demonstrated. This demonstration is the first step in the current
research.
Chapter six further explores the utilization of the capping layer in enhancing the
efficiency of NCs based solar cells. We introduce a novel type II bulk homojunction
solar cell, where the active layer made from single batch of InAs NCs. The type II
band alignment is formed using an energy shift induced by different capping
ligands covering the NCs.
Chapter seven examines the effect of mixed capping ligands on the optical as well
as electrical properties of NCs. we show that by attaching two different molecules
to a single NC one can induce electric fields large enough to significantly alter the
electronic and optoelectronic properties of the NC. Examining the steady state as
well as temporal evolution of the optical properties and the nuclear magnetic
10

resonances of the nanocrystals we found that the first excitonic peak shifts as a
function of the capping-layer composition. Towards the end of the chapter we also
demonstrate that the use of a mixed-ligand-induced electric field markedly
enhances the charge generation efficiency in layer-by-layer CdSe-nanocrystalbased solar cells, thus improving the overall cell efficiency.

Chapter eight demonstrates type II heterojunction bi-layer solar cells exploiting
the inherent type II heterojunction between CdSe and CdTe NCs, and
systematically study different ways of combination of such NCs of different
surface chemistry and different sizes. We demonstrate the beneficial use of two
distinctly different sizes of NCs in order to improve the solar spectrum matching,
as well as of ligands-induced quantum confined Stark effect in order to enhance
charge generation, and hence overall efficiency of all NCs solar cells.
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CHAPTER ONE: NANOCRYSTAL QUANTUM DOTS
This chapter introduces the main building blocks of this research – the colloidal
semiconductor nanocrystals. The chapter begins with introduction to the concept of
quantum

dots

and

low

dimension

semiconductors.

Then

the

colloidal

implementations of quantum dots, semiconductor nanocrystals, are described.

1.1 LOW DIMENSION SEMICONDUCTORS AND QUANTUM DOTS
In bulk semiconductors, electrons and holes are highly de-localized. Upon
excitation, the excited electron and hole

form Mott-Wannier excitons, i.e.

electron-hole pairs having small binding energy (relative to the product of the
Boltzmann constant Kb and the room temperature ) and a large Bohr radii[2].
Confinement of an exciton to a specific volume in the semiconductor, which is at
comparable or smaller in size to its Bohr radius, leads to unique electronic
properties. One can explain most of these unique properties as a consequence of
change in the density of states (DOS). Figure 1 illustrates the change in the
semiconductor's DOS as a result of spatial confinement.

Figure 1: The correlation between free dimensions and density of states (DOS) of
semiconductors (SC) a. 3D system, known as bulk SC. b. 2D system, known as Quantumwell. c. 1D system, known as Quantum wire. d. 0D system known as Quantum dot.

Confinement of charge carriers and excitons in all three dimensions creates zerodimensional semiconductors known as Quantum Dots (QDs). As can be seen in
Figure 1, the energy bands of the bulk semiconductor converge to atom-like
discrete energy states in the QD case. Defining the energy gap as the energy of the
12

first exciton state, the energy gap of QDs, Eg, can be simply estimated using a
model of particle in a 3D spherical box [3] as shown in equation 1:

1)

Eg  d   Eg ( Bulk ) 

h2  1
1  1.8e2



2d 2  me mh  2 0 d

Where d is the spherical box diameter, Eg(Bulk) is the semiconductor material
energy band-gap, h is the Planck constant, me and mh are the electron and hole
effective masses respectively, e the elementary charge, and ε0ε is the material
dielectric constant. Two size dependent energy terms are added to Eg(Bulk): first,
the confinement energies for hole and electron which have size dependency of
1/d2. Second, the Coulomb interaction between the electron and the hole, which
depends on the dielectric constant of the semiconductor, has a size dependency of
1/d. For very small QDs, the confinement energy is the predominant part of
equation 1, hence the overall size dependence of QDs at the “high confinement
regime” is of 1/d2. Therefore, reducing the QD radius, results in an increased
energy gap. This effect is known as the "Quantum size effect" and could be used to
control the energy gap of QDs, hence allowing tuning of the dot’s optical
properties over wide spectral range. Using simple "particle in a box" calculations,
similar to the above description, Harrison et al. [4] calculated the bang gap
energies of 3nm and 10nm QDs for a selection of semiconductors. Figure 2
illustrates the calculated energies as well as the bulk band-gap for each material.

Figure 2: Sensitivity of bandgap energies (calculated) to particle size for a range of
semiconductors. Bandgaps are shown for the bulk forms (circles) and at dot radii of 10 nm
(upper triangles) and 3 nm (lower triangles). Taken from Harrison et al.[4]
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As can be seen, the Quantum size effect can be used to create QDs that absorb and
emit light at different spectral ranges from near IR to UV.
Although the production of QDs can be achieved in different physical techniques
such as Lithography Defined dots and Epitaxial Self-Assembled dots (as the
confinement of electrons, holes and excitons can be obtained in different ways)
the only way to produce bulk quantities of high quality, free standing quantum
dots is through colloidal growth in solution[3]. The products of this chemical
method are known as Nanocrystals (NCs). The next section is devoted to NCs
which are the main building–block used in this research.

1.2 COLLOIDAL SEMICONDUCTOR NANOCRYSTALS (NCS)
Colloidal semiconductor Nanocrystals (NCs) are single-crystals clusters of ~100
to ~10,000 atoms, 2 to 10nm in diameter, chemically synthesized using wet
chemistry. Due to their nanometric size, NCs confine electrons holes and excitons,
and hence can be classified as quantum dots. The colloidal production of NCs is
usually done following the canonical work of Murray et al.[5]. Molecular
precursors are heated in a reactor followed by fast injection of other precursors
into the hot solution which causes nucleation. Further growth of the NCs is
achieved by addition of monomers present in the solution to the already formed
nuclei. In this stage the monomer concentration is below the critical limit for
nucleation therefore, monomers are added to existing particles instead of forming
additional nuclei[6]. An important constituent in the nucleation and growth of
NCs is the presence of organic surfactant molecules or ligands which dynamically
adhere to the growing crystal surface. The ligands role is to allow the addition of
monomers to the crystal while preventing aggregation of neighbouring crystals.
When temperature is lowered (in order to stop the reaction) the ligands are
bounded stronger to the NC surface, forming an organic capping layer (Figure 3)
thus allowing the NCs solubility in appropriate solvents[3].
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Figure 3: Schematic structure of colloidal nanocrystal including core, shell (optional), and
organic ligands capping layer.

Post synthesis evaluation of the NCs solution is usually done using optical
methods such as absorption and photoluminescence (PL) measurements. The
spectrum peak width is examined as it is proportional to size dispersion in the
sample. In terms of optoelectronic properties high photoluminescence quantum
efficiency (PLQE) would indicate a high electro-optical grade sample.
Alternatively high resolution transmission electron microscopy can be used in
order to examine the shape and crystalinity of single NC, and to produce statistical
size distribution histograms [7]. Since the first publication of the “Hot injection”
procedure[5], several modifications were suggested in order to improve the size
and shape control of the NCs as well as to simplify the experimental protocol[8].
Another important development was the introduction of aqueous synthesis of
NCs[9] which allows simple up-scaling, ambient conditions stability, as well as
bio-compatibility. Nevertheless the products of aqueous synthesis are usually
inferior relative to the organic synthesized NCs, exhibiting lower crystalinity and
wider size distribution[6].

1.2.1 ORGANIC CAPPING LAYER
Due to the high peripheral atoms to inner atoms ratio, the effect of the NC surface
on its electronic properties cannot be overestimated. Nevertheless, surface
ligands were traditionally treated only as a physical barrier for charge
transport[10], and as a passivation layer. Due to the long bulky nature of common
ligands the surface coverage of the NCs in not complete, leaving some non
passivated dangling bonds. These dangling bonds act as mid-gap surface states,
reducing the NCs PLQE[11]. Recently, there are growing evidences that the
organic capping layer also plays a significant role in determining the NCs
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electronic as well as optical properties [1, 12, 13]. Soreni-Harari et al. [1] showed
that exchanging the capping ligands of InAs NCs shifts the NC's energy levels
relative to the vacuum level. In that report it was suggested that the shift is mostly
dependent on the dipole created between the ligands’ anchor group and the
surface of the NC. Recently, Munro et al.[14] showed that the dipole of different
thiol capping ligand shifts the local vacuum level and Ionization Potential (IP) of a
2D layer of NC’s and a similar effect was reported to enhance dye sensitized solar
cells efficiency[15]. Another interesting finding recently reported is that the
electronic nature of para-aniline ligands affects the optical properties of CdSe NCs
[16, 17].

1.2.2 CORE-SHELL STRUCTURES
A second semiconducting epitaxial layer can be grown on top of the NCs’ core
creating Core-Shell NCs structures (Figure 3). These structures are often used in
order to allow better passivation of surface states, therefore leading to high
luminescence efficiency. The band-gap energy levels alignment between core and
shell layers allows the control of charge confinement in the core-shell structure. A
wide band-gap shell material covering narrow band-gap core allows strong
confinement of the charge carriers inside the core material, and allows high
quantum efficiency as well as NCs stability [18]. Alternatively, an electron and a
hole can be spatially separated within the NC by introducing staggered energy
band alignment (type II core-shell heterostructure)[19]. Figure 4 illustrates these
two core-shell heterostructures as well as the charge carriers’ wavefunctions.

Energy

e

2

Core

Core

h
Shell

2

Shell

Type I core-shell
heterostructure

Shell

Shell

Type II core-shell
heterostructure

Figure 4: Spatial energetic profiles and electrons and holes wavefunctions in Core-shell
heterostructures types.
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1.2.3 NANOCRYSTAL SOLIDS
In order to use NCs in macroscopic devices, one should shift the focus from the
physical properties of an individual NC to that of an ensemble. The electronic and
optical properties of nanocrystal solids depend not only on the properties of the
NCs which they consist of, but also on the collective properties of the ensemble.
These properties are dictated by the coupling between the NCs, as well as the
inter-particle medium. NCs solids are usually divided into two classes: ordered
periodic structures (“superlattices”), and amorphous glassy solids.

NCs

superlattices are 3D anisotropic periodic structures[20] . Their spatial and
energetic order could lead to splitting of the electronic energy levels, in an
analogue to semiconductor crystals, resulting in the formation of collective energy
states known as “Minibands”[21]. This makes NC superlattices attractive
experimentally as well as theoretically. Nevertheless, the lack of ability to
reproduce large defect-free NC superlattices prevents their use in most practical
applications. Amorphous NC solids, on the other hand, are isotropic materials
characterized by short-range order. The properties and grade of the solids are
determined by the proper choice of solvents, substrate surface preparation,
uniformity of the NC solution, and deposition methods.
1.2.3.1 Transport in Amorphous Nanocrystal Solids
In order to achieve efficient charge transport in NC films one must balance two
opposite requirements: on the one hand, high electronic coupling between the
NCs is desired in order to allow wavefunctions overlap between adjacent NCs. On
the other hand, the NCs must still provide significant confinements of charge
carriers and excitons to preserve the NC’s unique electrical and optical properties.
Both extreme demonstrations of these requirements i.e. sintering the NCs to allow
high electronic coupling[22] or using as-synthesized NCs with large bulky ligands
in order to keep them isolated[23], resulted in bulk properties or extremely poor
conductivity. The main approach suggested in order to combine these
requirements was to retain the NCs confinement while reducing the inter dot
distances, dictated mostly by the capping ligands layer. At first, thermal annealing
was used in order to drive off surface ligands and decrease the inter dot distances
[24, 25]. This approach is problematic for several reasons: first, the high
temperature needed for removal of the surface ligands could decompose the core
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of the NCs. Second, removing part of the surface ligands could result in dangling
bonds around the NC, acting as surface traps for charge carriers resulting in
reduction in charge transport. Alternatively, chemical treatments are widely used
in order to reduce inter dot distances. Ginger and Greenham [10] showed that
exchanging the capping ligands to shorter less bulky ones results in increased
conductivity of the NCs layer. Soreni-Harari et al. [26] demonstrated that the use
of bi-functional molecules as a post production treatment, increased NC solids’
conductivity. These short molecules have two binding terminals that attach to
adjacent NCs reducing the distance between them. One disadvantage of this
method is the large volume loss, due to the post production exchange, which
usually results in cracked films. Luther et al. [27] demonstrated the use of layer by
layer (LBL) dip coating method in order to create crack free films. In this method
the chemical treatment is done after each cycle of dip coating. Energetic disorder
is another parameter to be considered when dealing with charge transfer in NC
solids. Energetic disorder is caused by a wide size distribution of the NCs. Not
only that high energetic disorder lowers the coupling between neighbour
NCs[22], small or large NCs could also act as charge traps reducing the overall
charge transport. Therefore considerable scientific efforts were devoted to
synthesis and size selection techniques that produce low size distribution
(<5%)[28].

1.2.4 NANOCRYSTAL DEVICES
The ease of processing NCs from solution, as well as their appealing nano-scale
properties, made NC based devices and applications an area of vast research in
the past years. Among suggested applications are: Light emitting Diodes
(LEDs)[29, 30], Field effect Transistors (FETs)[26, 31, 32], photodetectors[33, 34]
,memory elements[35-37],and various biomedical applications[38]. Another
fascinating possibility is the use of NCs solids for power conversion in solar cell
devices. The next chapter will focus on solar cells as a general concept. The
following chapter thereafter will deal with the efforts of fabricating high efficiency
NC based solar cells.
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CHAPTER TWO: INTRODUCTION TO SOLAR CELLS
This chapter introduces the main concepts of solar energy conversion using solar
cells. The chapter begins with a general description of the photovoltaic effect which
is the physical phenomena that underlies solar cell operation. Short description of
solar radiation as the input of solar cells system is followed. The electrical
characteristics of solar cells and standard figures of merit used to describe device
performance are described next. Towards the end of the chapter the theoretical
limitation to solar cell conversion efficiency is discussed including methods to
overcome these limits.
Fossil fuels (i.e. oil, coal and natural gas) as well as nuclear power are the main
sources of energy used by the human kind. The extensive growth of energy
consumption energy in the past decades raises the concern that fossil fuels
reserves will deplete soon. This concern, along with the environmental side
effects of burning fossil fuels, encourages researches to find alternative,
renewable energy sources[39]. Solar cells are a promising renewable alternative,
allowing direct conversion of solar energy into electrical power. The next section
will shortly describe the photovoltaic effect (PV) which is the basic physical
mechanism for all solar cell systems.

2.1 THE PHOTOVOLTAIC EFFECT[40].
When photons are absorbed by matter they usually excite electrons to a higher
energy state. These excited electrons usually quickly relax to their ground state.
The built in asymmetry of a photovoltaic device pulls the excited charge carriers
before they relax and transport them to an external electrical circuit. The excess
energy of the charge carriers creates a potential difference which drives them to
the load of the electrical circuit where they do electrical work. There are several
mechanisms which can create the built in asymmetry is a photovoltaic device
(PV), however all of them are usually described in terms of an asymmetric
electrical component – the diode.
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2.2 SOLAR RADIATION
The sun’s surface is at a temperature of ~6000°K and could be well approximated
as a blackbody. A blackbody absorbs all the radiation that incident on its surface
and emits radiation according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law:
2)

H  T 4

Where H is the total power density emitted from the blackbody, σ=5.67·10-8 [W m2K-4]

is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and T is the blackbody temperature. The

solar radiation outside Earth’s atmosphere can be calculated from the ratio
between the Sun’s surface area and Earth distance from it.
3)

H0 
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Where the parameters in equation 3 are illustrated in Figure 5:

Figure 5: Schematic illustration of the Sun and Earth and the parameters needed for
calculating the solar radiation outside earth atmosphere.

Combining equations 2 and 3 we can estimate the solar radiation outside Earth’s
atmosphere:
4)

2
Rsun
KW
4
H 0  2  Tsun
 1.588 2
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m

The spectral radiation from a black body is given by Plank’s radiation law:
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5)
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The spectral radiation upon the Earth is altered by atmospheric effects such as
absorption, scattering, and reflection. Light intensity attenuation is also affected
by the zenith angle of the sun (θsun), which changes the path length of light in the
Earth’s atmosphere.

The ratio between the path length of light and the

atmosphere width is called Air Mass (AM) and is calculated as:
6)

AM 

1
cos  sun

Due to variations in light intensity at different locations and times, and to allow
accurate comparison between solar conversion devices, standard spectrum and
power density have been defined [41]. The standard spectrum outside the Earth’s
atmosphere is called AM0 while at the Earth's surface there are two standards
called AM1.5D, and AM1.5G, where the last letter denotes direct only light or
global light (direct and diffused), respectively. Figure 6 compares the spectral
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Spectral Irradiance [W m nm ]

radiation from a black body at 6000°K with measured AM0 and AM1.5G[41].

2
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Figure 6: The spectral irradiance of a blackbody radiation at 6000°K and solar radiation at
AM0 and AM1.5G conditions.
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2.3 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR CELLS
2.3.1 CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS
2.3.1.1 Ideal Solar-cell
Since Solar cells are basically photodiodes their dark current will follow the diode
equation:

7)

 KqVT 
I  I s  e b  1





Where I is the overall current, Is is the reverse current, q is the electron charge, V
is the applied voltage, Kb is the Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature.
Under illumination the generated photocurrent (Iph) contributes to the reverse
current and equation 7 becomes:

 KqVT 
I  I s  e b  1  I ph





8)

Figure 7 illustrates both equations.

Dark Current

I [A]

Photo Current

V [Volt]

Voc
Pmax= (V•I)max
Isc
Figure 7: Dark and Photo currents of an Ideal solar cell. The following key points are
marked: Short circuit current (Isc), Open circuit Voltage (Voc), and maximal power point
Pmax.

As can be seen, under no illumination the I-V curve of the device crosses the origin
(I=V=0). Under illumination the curve is shifted down due to the addition of
negative photocurrent. The curves no longer passes the origin, but rather crossing
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the axes in two different points defined as the short-circuit current, Isc (I(V=0)),
and the open circuit voltage, Voc (V(I=0)). Between those points (in the fourth
quadrant) the product (I∙V) is negative, and therefore electrical power is being
produced by the device and transferred to the load. In other words, optical power
(incident light) is converted to electrical power by the device. The power
produced by the device has a maximum point that is marked as Pmax . Another
important figure of merit for solar cells is their fill factor (FF) which is the ratio
between Pmax and the I∙V product of an ideal (non-physical) rectifier (Isc ∙ Voc). The
FF is shown in Figure 7 as the ratio between the dashed rectangles.
2.3.1.2 Resistive Effects
Equation 8 represents an ideal solar cell while in real cells resistive effects reduce
the efficiency by power dissipation. Figure 8a illustrates an equivalent circuit of
an ideal solar cells while Figure 8b shows the addition of two equivalent
resistances , serial and parallel.

a.

b.

I

IL

Rs

IL

V

I

Rp

V

Figure 8: equivalent circuits for a. Ideal solar cells b. Solar cells with resistive effects.

The effect of both resistances on the solar cells equation is shown in equation 9:

9)

I  Ise

q V  IRs 
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V  IRs
 I ph
Rp

Serial resistance Rs is caused due to contact and bulk resistance. The main impact
of Rs is to reduce the fill factor, although high values of resistance, which can
sometimes be seen in organic and hybrid devices, may also reduce the shortcircuit current. Serial resistance does not affect the I-V curves at Voc since the
overall current through the cell and the serial resistance at this point is zero. Rs
can be extracted from the derivative of equation 9 giving:
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The effect of increased serial resistance on the IV curves of a solar cell is shown in
Figure 9.
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Figure 9: The effect of increasing serial resistance on the solar cell's I-V curve.

The main reason for low parallel resistance Rp is due to leakage currents in the
cell but recombination losses would make a similar contribution. These leakage
currents can be thought of as light-generated currents which do not pass through
the load and hence do not contribute to the overall produced power by the cell.
Here again, most of the impact of low parallel resistance will be on the fill factor
although at low enough resistance a reduction in Voc will also appear. Rp does not
affect Isc since at zero bias no current will flow in the parallel resistor. Rp can be
extracted from the derivative of equation 9 giving:
11)
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The effect of decreased parallel resistance on I-V curves is shown in Figure 10
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Figure 10: The effect of decreasing parallel resistance on the solar cell's I-V curve.

2.3.2 STANDARD FIGURES OF MERIT
In order to allow true comparison between different technologies and different
solar cells standard figures of merit must be defined. The two most common and
important figures of merit of solar cells are the Power Conversion Efficiency and
the External Quantum Efficiency:
2.3.2.1 Power Conversion Efficiency (PCE)
The power conversion efficiency of a solar cell is the ratio of electrical output
power from the device to the input light power. PCE (usually marked as η) is
defined as:
12)



Pout V  I max Voc  I sc  FF

Pin
LA
LA

Where Pout and Pin are the output and input power respectively, (V∙I)max is the
maximum current-voltage product determined from the I-V characteristics, L is
the light intensity given in [W ∙ cm-2], and A is the device area. In order to allow
systematic device comparison PCE is usually measured under standard conditions
for light intensity (1 SUN ≈ 100 mW/cm2) and spectrum (AM1.5G), which imitates
the solar irradiation upon the Earth.
2.3.2.2 External Quantum Efficiency (EQE)
The external quantum efficiency of a solar cell is a wavelength dependant
parameter describing the fraction of collected electrons from the overall number
of incident photons. EQE could be further fractured as the product of several
independent factors representing the physical processes contributing to
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photocurrent in solar cells. For example in organic solar cells EQE is usually
described as[42]:
EQE( )  abs ( )  IQE  abs ( ) diss trans collect

13)

Where ηabs is the absorption efficiency and IQE is the internal quantum efficiency,
the product of internal physical processes, assumed to be wavelength
independent. ηdiss, ηtrans and ηcollect are the efficiencies of the exciton dissociation
process, charge transport process, and charge collection process, respectively.
(For detailed description of these physical processes see section 3.1.1).
In practice, EQE is calculated from the measured responsivity (R [A/W]) of solar
cells, which is the ratio between the overall collected current at the output of the
cell and the power of the monochromatic incident light.

EQE ( )  R( ) 

14)

hc J sc hc


q
L q

Where R is the responsivity [A/W], Jsc is the short circuit current density [A cm-2], L
the illumination intensity [W·cm-2], h Planck constant, c is the speed of light, and λ
the illumination wavelength.

2.4 DETAILED

BALANCE

- THE SHOCKLEY–QUEISSER

LIMIT TO SOLAR CELLS

EFFICIENCY

In their seminal work in 1961, Shockley and Queisser[43] calculated an upper
theoretical limit for an ideal solar energy convertor. Here we follow their
calculations as adopted by Kirchartz and Rau [44] in order to understand the
basic trends limiting the efficiency of solar cells, and the suggested methods to
overcome these limits.
We assume a two-level system with energy gap Eg. The assumptions defining an
ideal solar cell are:
1. Perfect absorption of photons with energy E >Eg, with each photon creating
exactly one electron/hole pair.
2. Perfect collection of charge carriers.
3. Radiative recombination as the only allowed recombination mechanism.
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4. The cell is in thermodynamic equilibrium with its surroundings.
In thermodynamic equilibrium, every process within the solar cell has to be in
equilibrium with its inverse process (A violation of this law would cause a net flux
of energy, which contradicts the assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium).
Therefore the last assumption (4) means that the amount of black body radiation
that is absorbed by the solar cell is equal to the radiation emitted by the cell.
Hence, Kirchhoff’s law of thermal radiation follows, equating absorptance and
emissivity of a body as a function of energy and angle. The short circuit current of
the solar cells (Jcs) can be calculated as:


J sc  q  EQE ( E )sun ( E )dE

15)

0

Where q is the elementary charge, EQE is the external quantum efficiency and ϕsun
is the solar photon flux. From equation 13 and Assumptions 1 and 2 EQE(E) can
be written as a step function:
16)

E  Eg


0
EQE ( E )  

1

E  Eg

Hence simplify equation 15:


17)

J sc  q  sun ( E )dE
Eg

The counter process for absorption is spontaneous emission. Under illumination
the cell develops a chemical potential Δµ >0 which means that more electrons are
at raised energy and therefore radiative relaxation is more frequent. Combining
Wuerfel’s generalized Planck’s law [45] and Kirchhoff’s law, we can calculate the
emitted photon flux ϕ of an ideal solar cell under the applied bias voltage V:
18)

 (V , E ) 

2 E 2
a( E )
3 2
h c exp   E  qV  KbT   1
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Where h is Planck’s constant c is the speed of light, Kb is the Boltzmann constant,
T is the cell temperature, and a(E) is the absorptance (emissivity) of the cell.
Using Boltzmann’s approximation and defining the blackbody spectrum ϕbb:
19)

bb 

 E 
2 E 2
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3 2
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Equation 18 becomes:
 qV 

 KbT 

 (V , E )  a( E )bb exp 

20)

The emitted photon flux described by equation 20 must be due to recombination
current density Jrec. Since radiative recombination is the only allowed
recombination mechanism (assumption 3) the recombination current density can
be calculated:


J r ec  q   (V , E )dE  q V 

21)

0

In thermodynamic equilibrium the total current density J=0. Hence under applied
voltage in the dark:
22)


 qV
J dark  J 0,rad  exp 
 KbT


 
  1
 

Where


23)

J 0,rad  q(0)   a( E )bb dE   bb dE
Eg

Finally, under applied voltage and illumination the photocurrent must be
subtracted from the overall current density:
24)


 qV
J dark  J 0,rad  exp 
 KbT


 
  1  J sc
 

Shockley and Queisser’s theory predicts an ideal solar cell with a diode like
current voltage dependency. The maximum attainable voltage is the voltage at
which the cell emits the same amount of absorbed photons, hence no net current
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flows in the device. Therefore it is an exact analogue to the open circuit voltage Voc
which can now be defined as:
25)

Voc  V ( J  0) 


KbT  J sc
ln 
 1
J

q
 0,rad


Figure 11 presents the maximum PCE as a function of the bandgap energy Eg as
predicted by the Shockley-Queisser’s (SQ) limit:
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Figure 11: Calculated SQ limit for a single bandgap solar cell under AM1.5G

As can be seen the SQ model predicts maximum PCE of ~33% at Eg=1.35eV.

2.4.1 OVER THE LIMIT
Several techniques to overcome the SQ limit were proposed, some were
successfully implemented in practical solar cell systems and some are still
theoretical:
2.4.1.1 Concentration
A flat solar cell absorbs sun light from a limited angular range, while emitting into
a hemisphere. In order to improve the balance between absorbed and emitted
photon flux the absorption angular range could be extended by light
concentration. At maximum concentration the solar cell absorbs light from a
hemisphere. Equivalently, one can restrict the emission from a solar cell to the
sun angular range using a reflective cavity. Both cases lead to the same result
which is illustrated in Figure 12, where the PCE of a cell under full concentration
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is compared with a cell under 1 SUN conditions (taken from [40]) The maximum
PCE becomes ~41% at Eg=1.1eV.

Figure 12: Calculated SQ limit for a single bandgap solar cell under blackbody radiation at
5760°K and light intensity of 1SUN and full concentration. (Taken from [40])

2.4.1.2 Multiple Bandgaps.
Figure 13 presents the power available to the optimum bandgap solar cell
compared with the power spectrum of a blackbody (adopted from [40]). The area
under the spectrum of the black body which is not covered by power available to
the solar cell (regions a and b in Figure 13), represent the intrinsic losses arising
from the SQ theory. Region a represents the failure to capture photons with E<Eg,
while region b represents losses due to thermal dissipation to kinetic energy of
carriers with E>Eg.

b.
a.
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Figure 13: Power spectrum of a blackbody at 5760°K, and the power available to the
optimum bandgap solar cell (Adopted from [40])

Both regions can be reduced by using multiple bandgap cells. In these systems
splits the solar spectrum to different regions where each region is channelled to
solar cell with a different bandgap. This can be achieved using wavelength
selective optical elements or by stacking semitransparent solar cells such that the
top cell is the one with the higher bandgap (i.e. Tandem solar cells). Figure 14
compares the power coverage of one to four bandgap systems (taken from[40]).

Figure 14: The power available from optimized one to four bandgap systems (Taken from
[40])

2.4.1.3 3rd generation solar cells
Several theoretical suggestion were made [46] in order to overcome the SQ limit.
These are based on new absorbing materials at the active layer in the so-called 3rd
generation solar cells (as opposed to the 1st generation Si solar cells and 2nd
generation thin films solar cells). The two most explored theories for 3rd
generation solar cells are described below.


Hot carrier effects – region b in Figure 13 represent losses due to thermal
dissipation to kinetic energy of carriers with E>Eg. The electrical energy
delivers by photons with E>Eg is q·Vmax which is only q·Vmax/E of their
potential energy. It is suggested that materials where the cooling down of
carriers is slower then charge transport to the electrodes could harvest
the remaining energy as well. Figure 15 presents the theoretical hot
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carrier solar cells efficiency as a function of the bandgap energy (taken
from[40]). .

Figure 15: Calculated SQ limit for a hot carrier single bandgap solar cell under blackbody
radiation at 5760°K and light intensity of 1SUN and full concentration. (Taken from [40])



Multiple Exciton Generation (MEG) – This approach suggests to increase the
solar cell efficiency such that EQE>1 where E>Eg, by using materials that
can convert high energy excitons to multiple low energy ones. One
suggested mechanism for such a conversion is the Auger Generation
where the thermal relaxation of high energy exciton to the band edge
generates a second exciton. Figure 16 presents the theoretical MEG solar
cells efficiency as a function of the bandgap energy(taken from[40]).

Figure 16: Calculated SQ limit for a MEG single bandgap solar cell under blackbody
radiation at 5760°K and light intensity of 1SUN and full concentration. (Taken from [40])
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2.4.2 FEASIBILITY OF SOLAR CELLS AND STATE OF THE ART
Two major concerns were traditionally expressed regarding the feasibility of
energy production from solar cells. First, the different climate areas across the
globe raise the concern of insufficient sun hours in places far from the equator.
The amount of needed land for efficient solar power harvesting, was the second
concern, as outdoor areas depleted in most western countries. Nevertheless, the
American “National Renewable Energy Laboratories” (NREL) recently published
its fourth edition of “Power Technologies Energy Data Book” [47] where it
addresses these two concerns: “Almost all locations in the United States and
worldwide have enough sunlight for cost-effective PV. For example, U.S. sunlight in
the contiguous states varies by only about 25% from an average in Kansas. Land
area is not a problem for PV. Not only can PV be more easily sited in a distributed
fashion than almost all alternatives (for example, on roofs or above parking lots), a
PV-generating station 140 km by 140 km sited at a high solar installation location
in the United States (such as the desert Southwest) could generate all of the
electricity needed in the country”.
Figure 17 presents the best research solar cells efficiencies to-date[48].

Figure 17: presents the best research solar cells efficiencies to-date[48].
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We note that the quoted efficiencies are for research cells, which means that the
efficiencies are higher than the expected commercial solar cell module. As can be
seen there is a general correlation between the cell efficiency and the production
complexity and price[22]. The best efficiencies to-date is of multifunction
concentrated cells (Purple) while other commercial cells including various Si
based (Blue) and thin film technologies (Green) are cheaper to manufacture and
exhibiting lower efficiencies. The bottom of the chart shows the efficiency of
emerging PV technologies (Red). These are solution processed cells which are
currently under massive research and first steps of commercialized. As can be
seen NC based solar cells are the newest cells with official records only from
2010. Naturally these cells are also exhibits the lowest efficiencies to-date. The
low cost of solution processed PV, makes them attractive for the challenge of large
area cost effective solar power conversion. The next chapter is dedicated to an
introduction to solution processed solar cells, focusing on NC based cells.
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CHAPTER THREE: SOLUTION PROCESSED SOLAR CELLS
This chapter introduces solution processed solar cells. The chapter begins with an
introduction to organic photovoltaic cells as a prototype for solution processed cells.
The physical processes in such devices as well as the various structures of them are
described. Next, colloidal Nanocrystals based solar cells are discussed, highlighting
the different between the physical processes in these devices and the well established
organic cells. The choice of possible inorganic materials for NC based solar cells is
also discussed. Finally the chapter closes in a literature review of the current
progress in the field of NC based PVs.

NC based solar cells are an evolution of organic photovoltaics, where one or all of
the active organic materials in the cell are replaced with colloidal nanocrystals.
Therefore any discussion of NC based PVs should start with a description their
organic ancestors.

3.1 ORGANIC SOLAR CELLS
Figure 18a presents the structure of simple, single layer organic solar cells also
known as organic photovoltaics (OPV). It consist of an active organic
semiconductor layer with high absorption coefficient sandwiched between two
electrodes, one of them is transparent in order to allow light penetration. It
results in a two terminal device which conducts a diode like behaviour at dark
and generates photocurrent under illumination (Figure 18d).

Energy band

diagram of open and short circuit conditions is illustrated at Figure 18b and 4c
respectively. The physical processes contributing to photocurrent will be
described below. Each of these processes reveals a key limiting factor for the OPV
efficiency. Hence, improving the efficiency of these processes will allow enhanced
photocurrent and consequently enhanced power conversion efficiency (PCE).
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Figure 18: a. The structure of a single layer OPV. Energy band diagram of open b. and short
c. circuit conditions. d. Dark current and photo current of an ideal OPV.

3.1.1 PHYSICAL PROCESSES IN ORGANIC SOLAR CELLS
3.1.1.1 Light absorption and exciton creation
Light intensity attenuation on passing through material is described by the BeerLambert law (Equation 26):
26)

I L ( x)  I L (0)e x

Where IL is the light intensity and α is the material absorption coefficient. As can
be seen, there is an inverse ratio between α and x implying that the high
absorption coefficient of common organic semiconductors[49] allows high
absorption through very thin films. This is a key factor for using organic materials
in photovoltaic (PV) cells, and it compensates the relatively poor charge transport
through them. Another key issue to the performance of a solar cell lies at the
spectral match between the device absorption and the solar spectrum. Solar
radiation spanned from UV to the near IR (~300-2000 nm), but the cell efficiency
is limited to the amount of photons available in the region covered by its
absorption spectrum, therefore choosing the right absorbing material will affect
dramatically the cells performance. Most of organic semiconductors have their
band gap around 2eV which limit their absorption to the UV and visible regions
only. Upon the absorption of a photon with energy equals or higher than the
material band gap, electron-hole pair are created. In organic materials such
electron-hole pair is usually described as Frenkel exciton which is characterized
with high binding energy.
3.1.1.2 Exciton dissociation
The high exciton binding energy in organic semiconductors (~0.1-1eV)[49]
reveals a unique process which is normally ignored when modelling inorganic
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PVs – exciton dissociation. Absorbed photon creates a bounded pair of hole and
electron (known as Frenkel excitons) which needs to be separated in order to be
transported as free charges to the electrodes. Once created, the exciton diffuses
through the layer as long as decay mechanisms do not take place (on a timescale
of hundreds of picoseconds), or until the exciton encounters a high enough
potential offset (internal field) and dissociates. In a single layer device this is the
most limiting factor of device performance where the dissociation yield is
typically well below 10% [42].
3.1.1.3 Charge transport through the organic layer
After exciton dissociation, both hole and electron need to be transported to their
respective electrode before recombination mechanisms take place. Since no
external voltage is applied, this transport is mostly drift under the built-in field
caused by the work function difference between the two electrodes. Since in most
of the organic materials there is a high imbalance of mobility values (meaning that
one of the species has much lower mobility than the other), charge transport is a
crucial factor in the single layer cell performance. Modelling transport in organic
material is still a challenging task, therefore optimizing the transport in OPVs
require one to master various models as Marcus theory for polarons[50], various
localization theories[51], as well as Rappaport's Mobility spatial distribution
function theory[52].
3.1.1.4 Charge collection at the electrodes
Potential barrier that limits charge carrier transporting from the semiconductor
to the electrodes will cause large loss in photocurrent leading to low cell
efficiency. Therefore the usual choice is of metal with work function which lies
between the polymer HOMO-LUMO gap (Valence-Conduction bands respectively).
However, lowering the electrode work function will obviously reduce the built in
field in which the charge carriers are drifted, and lowers the Open Circuit Voltage
(Voc) of the cell. Therefore, proper selection of the device electrodes is needed to
allow high performance cell.
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3.1.2 OPVS DEVICE ARCHITECTURES
The previous paragraph states many of the single layer structure disadvantages,
where the most important one is the poor exciton dissociation rate. Therefore
other structures have been demonstrated in order to improve OPVs
performances. Figure 19 illustrates the different structures. First, in the bi-layer
structure, a type II heterojunction is introduced, in order to create high potential
offset where excitons are easily dissociated (Figure 19a). The two materials are
chosen such that the electron acceptor has (relatively) high electron mobility and
the electron donor has high hole mobility, so this design also meets the need to
compensate the unbalanced mobility problem. Since each carrier type is confined
to only one material the bi-layer structure also reduces charge recombination.
Another advantage of this structure is the wide absorption caused by
superposition of the absorption spectrum of two different materials (better solar
spectrum coverage). Despite the above advantages bi-layer devices are still
suffering from poor performance especially due to the limited junction area. The
relatively short (few nanometers) exciton diffusion length in organic materials
implies that high fraction of absorbed photons do not contribute to the
photocurrent as the excitons are generated far from the junction and thus
undergo relaxation before reaching it. A common solution to the limited junction
area problem is the bulk-heterojunction structure (Figure 19b) which is made by
mixing the two components (acceptor and donor) to a phase separated mixture
and creating a single layer from it. This solution does raise the cells efficiency and,
in fact, most of the high performance OPVs reported to date are made with this
structure [53]. However, this structure has one major fault, compared to the bilayer structure, which is the non continuity of the materials, or island formation.
Continuous routes from the dissociation point to the electrodes cannot be insured
thus leading to dead ends, charge accumulation, and transport in the non
designated material[54]. By combining the advantages of these two structures
and eliminating the disadvantages of them, a third structure is suggested [55, 56],
the interpenetrating network (Figure 19c), where large area junction is made
while distinguished routes are being kept. Theoretical modelling have shown that
this type of structure hold the possibility to result in high efficiency OPVs[55, 57].
However, fabricating such structure in a controlled way and desired resolution
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has been proven to be a very difficult task. Therefore most of the attempts in this
context have focused on approximate imitation of this structure [56, 58, 59].
Recently, few strategies have been examined in order to fabricate controlled
interpenetrating network [60, 61]. However, those methods suffer from
insufficient control or limited resolution.
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Figure 19: Three OPV structures, a. Bi-Layer, b. Bulk Heterojunction, and c.
Interpenetrating Network.

3.2 NANOCRYSTALS BASED HYBRID SOLAR CELLS
Historically hybrid organic/inorganic solar cells are evolution of OPVs, where one
or all of the active organic materials in the cell are replaced with colloidal
nanocrystals[62]. The motivation of such a replacement is to exploit the quantum
size effect by extending the absorption spectral range of the cell to the near IR and
to easily tailor acceptor materials to create type II heterojuctions with common
organic donors. Early attempts to incorporate NCs into organic devices used the
NCs as a dyes or dopants dispersed in an organic matrix. As this approach may be
well fitted to LEDs[30], the result efficiencies for hybrid photovoltaics were pretty
low[23]. This could be explained due to the lack of continuous regions of NCs
which prohibits transport of charge carriers to the electrodes (see previous
section). In order to overcome this problem the fabrication of NCs only thin films
were demonstrated as the acceptor layer in bi-layer solar cells[1, 63], or as the
sole active layer in Schottky diode cells[27, 64]. The physical properties of such
thin films of NCs differ considerably from organic thin films and therefore request
separate consideration. The physical processes in such NCs thin layers will be
described in the next section.
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3.2.1 PHYSICAL PROCESSES IN NCS THIN FILMS
3.2.1.1 Excitons in NCs thin films
Although NCs are not considered as "soft matter" and hence do not exhibits
polaronic effects, the confinement of excitons inside the NCs leads to significant
binding energy. To estimate the energy needs to overcome in order to separate
exciton in NCs film to charge carriers one should consider coulomb interactions as
well as polarization energies[65]. The left side of Figure 20 illustrates the initial
state where both electron and hole are bounded and confined to the same NCs
where the right side of Figure 20 shows the final state were one of the charge
carriers moved to an adjacent NC. The energy difference between these two states
is in fact the binding energy of the exciton that should be overcome as a
preliminary condition for photocurrent generation.

Figure 20: Initial (left) and final (right) states of exciton separation in NCs Film

The total energy of the initial state is calculated in equation 27:
27) E1  Ee  Eh  Ec  E p  Es ,e  Es ,h

Where E1 is the total energy, Ee and Eh are the Kinetic Energy of electron\hole in
the excited level respectively, Ec is the Coulomb interaction between electron and
hole located on the same NC assuming each charge is in a spherical symmetric
state (S orbital), Ep is the Polarization energy (i.e. interaction between each
carrier and the polarization arise from the other carrier) and Es,e and Es,h are the
Self charging energies of electron\hole respectively.
Assuming that the polarization energy when the carriers are on adjacent NCs can
be neglected, the total energy of the final state is calculated in equation 28:
28) E2  Ee  Eh  ECoul  Es ,e  Es ,h

Where E2 is the total energy and ECoul is the Coulomb interaction between electron
and hole located on adjacent NCs. Assuming that both kinetic and self charging
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energies are the same at both initial and final states (reasonable at high
confinement regime where the NCs radii is considerable smaller then Bohr
radius) the binding energy can be expressed as :
29) Eb  E1  E2  Ec  E p  ECoul

Following the calculations of Brus[66, 67] and Babic el. al.[68], equation 29 could
be presented as:
30) Eb  E1  E2 

1.79q 2
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Where q is the electron charge, RNC is the NC radius, εNC is the bulk dialectic
constant of the NC, εavg is the average dielectric constant of the film and dLigand is
the thickness of the capping ligands layer. In order to calculate the average
dielectric constant of the film a packing or a fill factor (FFp) needs to be used
where the FFp describes the volume occupied by the NCs and the rest is by the
ligands. For random distributed spheres in a box one uses FFp = 0.6 hence:
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Where εligand is the capping layer dielectric constant. Figure 21 illustrated the
calculated binding energy of various semiconducting NCs as a function of their
radii assuming the ligands length is 1.1nm (TOP) and their dialectic constant
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Figure 21: Estimated Exciton binding energy for
CdSe(εNC=6.2) nanocrystals.
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As can be seen the binding energies are considerably larger than the few meV
recorded for bulk semiconductors[69] and are comparable to the binding energy
of organic layers.
3.2.1.2 Charge transport in NCs thin films.
In order to achieve efficient charge transport in NC films one must balance two
opposite requirements: first, high electronic coupling between the NCs is needed
to allow some extent of wavefunctions overlap between adjacent NCs. on the
other hand the NCs must remain their confinements of charge carriers and
exciton to preserve their unique electrical and optical properties. Both extreme
examples of these requirements i.e. sintering the NCs to allow high electronic
coupling[22] or using as-synthesized NCs with large bulky ligands in order to
keep them isolated[23], results in bulk properties or poor device performances
respectively. The main approach suggested in order combining these
requirements was to retain the NCs confinement while reducing the inter dot
distances, dictated mostly by the capping ligands layer. Thermal annealing was
used in order to drive off surface ligands and decrease the inter dot distances [24,
25]. This approach is problematic from several reasons: first, the high
temperature needed for removal of the surface ligands could decompose the core
of the NCs. Second, removing part of the surface ligands could result in dangling
bonds around the NC acting as surface traps for charge carriers resulting in
reduction in charge transport. Chemical treatments are widely used in order to
reduce inter dot distances. Ginger and Greenham[10] showed that exchanging the
capping ligands to shorter less bulky ones results in increased conductivity of the
NCs layer. Zhang et al. [70] demonstrated the used of exchange ligands to increase
the overall efficiency in hybrid Solar cell. Using bi-functional molecules as a post
production treatment to NC solids was also used to increase conductivity [26].
These short molecules have two binding terminals that attached to adjacent NCs
reducing the distance between them. One disadvantage of this method is the large
volume loss, due to the post production exchange, which usually result in cracked
films. Luther et al. [27] demonstrated the use of layer by layer (LBL) dip coating
method in order to create crack free films. In this method the chemical treatment
is done after each cycle of dip coating. This Method was used by several research
groups in order to fabricate the best to-date NC based solar cells [27, 64].
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Both spatial and energetic disorders are also needed to be taken into
consideration when dealing with charge carrier transport in NCs solids. Ordered
arrays of NCs can produce strong inter-NC electronic coupling leading to electron
delocalization, analogous superlattices[71] . Energetic disorder is caused due to
wide size distribution of the NCs. Not only that high energetic disorder lowers the
coupling between neighbour NCs[22], small or large NCs could also act as charge
traps reducing the overall charge transport. Therefore large research effort was
devoted to synthesis techniques and size selection techniques that produce low
size distribution (<5%)[28].

3.2.2 INORGANIC MATERIALS AVAILABILITY AND POTENTIAL EFFICIENCY
The low cost production of NCs solar cells is contradicted by the use of rare or
pricey materials like Indium and Silver. Recently [72] Wadia et al. published a
research combining the cost and availability of various inorganic compounds with
the maximum annual electricity available from these materials. Figure 22
illustrates the Annual electricity production potential for various inorganic
compounds.

Figure 22: Annual electricity production potential for 23 inorganic photovoltaic materials.
Total U.S. and worldwide annual electricity consumption are labelled on the figure for
comparison. (Taken from[72]).

Figure 23 illustrated the minimum cost per watt for those inorganic compounds.
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Figure 23: Minimum ¢/W for 23 inorganic photovoltaic materials. (Taken from[72]).

Finally, Figure 24 combined the data from the above two figures in order to create
Four-quadrant plot of indexed results relative to the well established crystalline
Si. The first quadrant represents the materials that have true potential to produce
cost effective solar cells.

Figure 24: Four-quadrant plot of indexed results. By indexing both model results from
Figure 22 and the cost from Figure 23 to modelled values of x-Si, materials that exhibit the
greatest long-term potential are identified. All index values are calculated as the natural
logarithm of the calculated value divided by the calculated result for x-Si. The most
attractive materials for large-scale future deployment are highlighted red and are in the
upper right-hand quadrant. (Taken from[72]).
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3.2.3 NC BASED SOLAR CELLS: STATE OF THE ART
This sub-chapter is dedicated to introduce the various approaches that were
recently used to produce NC based solar cells. Luther et al. [27] demonstrated the
use of Layer-by-Layer deposition of PbSe NCs using 1,2-ethanedithiol (EDT) as the
cross linking molecule, to produce Schottky solar cells. Figure 25 summaries the
structure and result of these devices.

Figure 25: Schottky-junction NC solar cell. a. Schematic of the device, ITO/Glass/NCfilm/metal electrode. The NC-film is lightly p-doped and forms a Schottky-junction with the
metal electrode. b. Cross sectional SEM of a device with ~250 nm NC film, scale bar=100 nm.
c. Typical I–V curve for NC device with ~4 nm PbSe NC film treated with 1,2 ethanedithiol. d.
and e. IQE analysis of devices incorporating either a 60 nm or 125 nm NC film. f.
Equilibrium band diagram for the Schottky device. Light enters the ITO side (field-free
region for thicker devices). The depletion width is ~150 nm. (Taken from [22]).

Similar result were obtain using PbS NCs by Johnston et al.[64]. Ma et al. [73]
showed even higher efficiency cells using similar methods with the use of ternary
alloy of PbSxSe(1−x) NCs. The LBL approach was further used in a hybrid PbS NCs –
amorphous Si (α-Si) device [74]. The devices were made from EDT treated PbS
NCs covered with α-Si layer deposit using e-beam evaporation or RF magnetron
sputtering. Figure 26 summaries the structure and result of these devices.
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Figure 26: Hybrid semiconductor nanocrystal and amorphous silicon PV device. a. Band
alignment of the ITO, PbS NC film, a-Si and Al back electrode. Photogenerated electrons and
holes are collected at the Al and ITO electrodes. b. EQE of PbS/a-Si device overlaid with the
NC optical density. Inset shows the EQE of devices with and without the a-Si. c.
photoconductivity of the a-Si, treated and untreated PbS film. d. The IV characteristics of
the device. (Taken from [74]).

Different approach was demonstrated by Arango et al[75]. A planar junction was
formed between CdSe NCs and TPD (N,N′-diphenyl-N,N′-bis(3-methylphenyl)
[1,1′-biphenyl]-4,4′-diamine)) an organic wide bandgap hole transporting
material. The author used microprinting technique in order to deposit the NCs
layer on top of the organic layer and used RF sputtering of ITO as the top layer.
The TPD layer was used in order to create type II heterojunction with the NCs and
to prevent short circuits do to the cracks in the NCs layer.
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Figure 27: Heterojunction photovoltaic device using printed colloidal quantum dots. a. EQE
and the percent absorbed by the NCs for three different devices each with a different sized
NCs. The onset of photoconductivity followed the effective bandgap of the NCs showing the
NCs retain their quantum confinement within the devices. b. The light and dark I–V curves
for one device with and without the NCs. The operation of the device is shown in the inset.
Photogenerated electrons are blocked by the TPD layer and inject into the ITO electrode,
while the holes are transferred to the TPD and diffuse to the PEDOT electrode. (Taken from
[75]).
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CHAPTER FOUR: CHARACTERIZATION AND FABRICATION
METHODS
This chapter describes the various methods that were used in order to characterize
NC based solar cells.

Since the devices were characterized in a designated

measuring system the second part of this chapter (Solar cells characterization) is
designed as a user manual for the benefit of future users.

4.1 THIN FILMS FABRICATION
The main advantage of solution processed devices comes from the relative ease
and low cost of fabricating smooth and even solid state thin films. As opposed to
traditional microelectronics fabrication methods, there is no need for ultra low
pressure systems or high temperature procedures. This section will briefly
describe the different methods used in this research to fabricate the active layers
in NCs and polymer based solar cells.

4.1.1 SPIN COATING
Perhaps the most common way of producing smooth and even organic thin films
is spin coating. In this method an excess amount of polymer or NCs solution is
dropped on the substrate, which is then rotated at high speed. The centrifugal
force spreads the solution evenly on the substrate. While rotating the solution
solvent evaporates leaving thin solid film on the substrate. The procedure of spin
coating is usually followed by thermal baking allowing all the solvent residues to
evaporate and relieving mechanical strains.
The excess amount of high concentration solutions needed for spin coating makes
it too squandering for use with NCs. As opposed to organic polymers, The NCs
used in this research are coming from other research groups (Prof. Banin group,
the Hebrew university in Jerusalem and Prof. Rogach group, city university of
Hong Kong) or small commercial companies (Nanoco Technologies), in both cases
small or high price batches of NCs prevent the use of spin coating.
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4.1.2 DOCTOR BLADE
This technique allows the use of small volumes of solution in order to fabricate
thin films of NCs. Flat metal blade is spreading a drop of solution over the
substrate leaving uniform wet layer of the solution on it. The solution is then
drying to leave thin film of NCs. Both the blade distance from the substrate and
the speed of the blade swipe can be tuned in order to control the film thickness.
For comparison, in order to create a ~100nm film of InAs NCs, 100µL of
200mg/ml solution is used at 1000RPM spin coating (which is the lowest possible
speed to allow uniform film). The same film could be fabricated using only 8 µL of
the same solution with doctor blade.

4.1.3 Layer By Layer Dip Coating
Another method to fabricate thin films of NCs is Layer by Layer (LBL) dip coating.
The substrate is dipped in a diluted solution of NCs followed by a second dipping
in a cross-linking molecules solution in an orthogonal solvent. The cross-linking
molecule has two anchor groups which bind two adjacent nanocrystals thus
creating solid layer of NCs. repeating this processes several times results in a
highly uniform film of cross linked NCs. the advantage of LBL is not only in the
high control of the film thickness but also in the superior charge transport
properties of such films due to the reduction in inter-dot distance.

4.2 OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES
4.2.1 ABSORPTION
Optical absorption spectra of NCs solutions and films were measured using an
UV3101 Shimadzu UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer with a maximum wavelength
range from 190 to 3200 nm. NCs solutions were measured in sealed quartz
cuvettes. Where addition of competing ligands was needed the ligand solution
was injected to the cuvettes through sealed septum without allowing penetration
of air. Baseline measurements of cuvettes with the relevant solvent were done
prior to any samples measurements. NCs films were measured on top of the
relevant substrate (Glass/ITO, Glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS etc.) to ensure good
imitation of the device active layer. Baseline measurements of the relevant
substrate were done before the NCs films measurements.
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The absorption ABS as a function of wavelength λ is quoted in terms of Optical
Density (O.D.) following equations 32 and 33:
32)

Tf    

33)

I L ,out   
I L ,in   

 e   th  10O.D  

ABS     1  Tf     1  10O.D  

Where Tf is the fraction of transmitted light, IL is the light intensity, α - the
extinction coefficient, and th is the sample thickness.

4.2.2 PHOTOLUMINESCENCE
Photoluminescence and life-time measurements of NCs solutions were done using
Edinburgh Instruments F900 spectrophotometers. NCs solutions were measured
in sealed quartz cuvettes. Where addition of competing ligands was needed the
ligand solution was injected to the cuvettes through sealed septum without
allowing penetration of air. Life-time measurements were done using a solid state
laser with a pulse width of 35psec at a wavelength of 402nm. The measurements
were done using the Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) technique.
In this technique each excitation triggers a counter that count the time until the
first emitted photon is reaching the photomultiplier detector. The procedure is
repeated many times and a histogram of the arrival times is plotted. Since the
laser pulse width is faster than any of the electronic circuits in the system, we
have recorded the excitation pulse shape and used it to do de-convolution of the
measurements curves to allow accurate life time calculations.

4.3 NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY [76]
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy – NMR, is a characterization toll
exploits the magnetic properties of certain atomic nuclei to determine physical
and chemical properties of atoms and molecules. NMR relies on the phenomenon
of nuclear magnetic resonance and can provide detailed information about the
structure, dynamics, reaction state, and chemical environment of molecules. NMR
active nuclei (such as 1H or 13C) absorb electromagnetic radiation at a frequency
characteristic of the isotope. Depending on their chemical environment, different
nuclei in a molecule absorb at different frequencies. Since this resonant frequency
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is directly proportional to the strength of the magnetic field, the shift is converted
into a field-independent dimensionless value known as the chemical shift. The
chemical shift is reported as a relative measure from some reference resonance
frequency. The chemical shift provides information about the structure of the
molecule.

4.4 SOLAR CELLS CHARACTERIZATION
4.4.1 MEASURING EXTERNAL QUANTUM EFFICIENCY (EQE).
Figure 28 illustrates the setup used for measuring External Quantum Efficiency
(EQE).

Figure 28: The optical and electrical setup used to measure EQE

Following is a list of the different components of the system:


Light Source – Oriel QTH research series : a wide spectral range light
source (240nm-2500nm) with tuneable power (10W-250W) and smooth
spectral irradiation profile



Motorized Filter wheel – used in order to cut high harmonics at the output
of the monochromator. Up to six different High-pass filters may be used.



Monochromator – Oriel Cornerstone 130 1/8m Motorized Monochromator
with two grating:
o UV-Vis – 750nm blaze wavelength used up to 830nm
o Near IR – 1µm blaze wavelength used above 830nm
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Motorized Beam splitter – used to split the monochromatic light between
the device and the power monitoring detectors. The beam splitter is set on
a motorized stage changing it position to illuminate Si or Ge detectors
according to the current wavelength.



Mechanical chopper - Two blades mechanical chopper is used in order to
modulate the light at a designated frequency. The chopper is mounted in
front of the device under test



DUT – The Device Under Test is mounted inside sealed device holder with
four separated BNC connectors (one for each pixel)



Lock-In Amplifier - EG&G instruments DSP Lock-in Amplifier: Used in
order to amplify signals modulated at the chopper frequency (the device
photocurrent) and decrease all surrounding noises. Devices are connected
through the current input of the Amplifier.



Si and Ge photodetectors- Oriel Amplified calibrated Si/Ge Photodetectors
used as optical power meters. The photodetectors are measuring a known
fraction of the light at the output of the monochromator. each detector is
designated to deferent spectral range: Si for λ<800nm and Ge for λ>800nm



Voltmeter – Keithley 2400 source\meter setup at Voltage sensing mode.
Used to measure the output of the Photodetectors.
Control Software – EQESoft: Self written LabView software is
synchronizing all components and displaying the EQE curves. A detailed
description of the software is following.

4.4.1.1 EQE-Soft
This software is designed to setup and control all the instruments in order to
measure the solar cell photocurrent and display the EQE curves. The software
runs a loop on a user defined wavelength range, at each wavelength a reading is
taken from both the lock-in amplifier (the DUT photocurrent) and the Keithley
(the amplified photodetectors output voltage). The Software is then using these
readings to calculate the system output power and the DUT photocurrent and
adding a point to the EQE(λ) curve.

Figure 29 is a snapshot of the main

configuration window of the software.
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Figure 29: The main configuration tab of the EQE measurements software.



Monochromator Controls – This frame is used to setup the main loop of the
software. The user can set the wavelength range and the monochromator
step size. The delay time between the wavelengths can also be set.



Power Measurement – This frame is used to setup the properties of the
photodetectors and beam splitter. For each detector the user should define
the amplifier gain, the detector area, and the Keithley terminal to which it's
connected. The user should also point the calibration files of the detectors.
These files have the response functions of the detectors used to determine
the input power according to output current at a specific wavelength. The
user should also define the Beam splitter switch point at which the system
shifts from the Si to the Ge detector. In order to compensate the beamsplitter wavelength dependency the user should also define a file location
which holds the beam splitter reflection ratio for each wavelength.



Monochromator Setup – this frame is used to setup to Monochromator
properties as well as manually change the Monochromator position in
order to tune the system readings. The user can change the calibration
parameters of the different gratings (See Monochromator manual for
details), setup the wavelength range for each grating, open and close the
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monochromator output shutter, and set the wavelength range for each
filter in the motorized filter wheel.


Lock-In Amplifier – in this frame the user should setup the lock-in
amplifier parameters to allow clear readings. The user could use an
automatic function where the amplifier sets itself according to the current
reading or set the sensitivity, the integration time and the preamplifier ACgain manually.



Device – this frame is used for the user to define the DUT parameters. The
user should define the pixel number and area.



External Voltage - When needed (usually when photodetectors are
measure as opposed to solar cells) an external reverse voltage could be
used to bias the DUT. Figure 30 illustrates the schematic connection
diagram in this configuration. The user should enter the required bias
voltage. In this scenario the system will turn on the bias few seconds
before measuring the DUT photocurrent and will close it before the next
wavelength in order to avoid prolong biasing on the device. To use this
operation the user should use YOKOGAWA 7651 programmable DC source.

Figure 30: Schematic connection diagram for applying external voltage.
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Figure 31 is a snapshot of the Execution window of the software.

Figure 31: The execution tab of the EQE measurements software.

In this window the user can start or stop the measurements, see the results while
measuring, choose whether the result will display in EQE [%] (suitable for solar
cells) or responsivity [A/W] (suitable for photodetectors) and decide whether
previous curves will be erased or left for comparison. When the measurements
are done the user can save them as a tab separated file for future analysis in
spreadsheet software. Figure 32 shows the header of a typical output file.

Figure 32: An example header of the EQE measurements output file
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4.4.1.2 Typical measuring sequence of EQE
The following sequence should be followed in order to allow accurate EQE
measurement:
1. Turn on all the instruments and allow at least 5 min to let the QTH lamp
stabilize
2. Set the monochromator to a visible wavelength (close to the device peak
absorption if possible) and open the shutter
3. Align the DUT so the light beam will shine directly on the desired pixel (It
might be easier when the mechanical chopper is off)
4. Turn on the chopper and allow the Lock-in Amplifier stable on the correct
reading.
5. Use the Lock-In Automatic setup feature (press "Auto" and then "Set") the
Lock-In amplifier will set its sensitivity and integration time to the
photocurrent amplitude.
6. If needed a manual fine tuning of the Lock-In parameters could follow.
7. Set the AC-gain value of the Lock-In amplifier to the maximum possible
value which will not cause the system to overload.
8. Close the shutter, and dim all light at the measurement area.
9. Set the monochromator range and the device parameters
10. Choose the "Measurements" tab, add any comments to the output file, and
press "Go Scan" to start the measurement.
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4.4.2 MEASURING POWER CONVERSION EFFICIENCY (PCE).
Figure 33 illustrates the setup used for measuring Conversion Efficiency (PCE).
Following is a list of the different components of the system:

Figure 33: The optical and electrical setup used to measure PCE.



Solar simulator – SecinceTech inc. SS150W Class AAA solar simulator. The
solar simulator consists of a Xe arc lamp and a light conditioner which
includes an AM1.5G air mass filter.



Optical Power meter – Gentec-Eo Broadband Thermopile Detector - 1mW30W – this thermopile power meter is used to monitor the system power
and confirm 1SUN conditions



DUT – The Device Under Test is mounted inside sealed device holder with
four separated BNC connectors (one for each pixel)



Source/Meter – Keithley 2400 – used in order to bias the DUT and measure
the output current.



Control Software –

PCESoft: Self written LabView software is

synchronizing all components and displaying the IV curves as well as all
the relevance figures of merit (PCE Isc Voc FF Rs and Rp). a detailed
description of the software is following.
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4.4.2.1 PCE-Soft
This software is designed to setup and control the instruments in order to
measure the solar cell I-V curves and calculate and display the cell's parameters.
Figure 34 is a snapshot of the main configuration window of the software.

Figure 34: The main window of the PCE measurements software.

In order to measure the device parameters and IV curves the user should first
measure the optical power at the measurement point. The user should define the
USB port to which the power meter is connected to, and the detector area. After
measuring the power the software will show the reading in [W/mm2] as well as in
SUN units. The user should then define the voltage sweep parameters: start
voltage, stop voltage, and the voltage step. The user should also define the NPLC
which is equivalent to the source/meter integration time, the current compliance
level, and whether the measurement is done using two or four probe technique.
Finally the pixel number and area should be defined. In order to start the
measurement the "Start IV Sweep" button should be pressed. The IV curve is then
showed on the graph tab while the measured points are also shown in the table
tab. The calculated parameters are displayed at the right side of the screen. At the
table tab (not shown here) the user can save the result as a tab separated file for
future analysis in spreadsheet software. Figure 35 shows the header of a typical
output file.
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Figure 35: An example header of the PCE measurements output file
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CHAPTER FIVE: TUNING ENERGETIC LEVELS IN
NANOCRYSTAL QUANTUM DOTS THROUGH SURFACE
MANIPULATIONS
This chapter introduces the work of Soreni-Harari, Yaacobi-Gross, et al. [1], which
sets the initial inspiration for this research. We systematically show that the NC
energy levels position (relative to the vacuum level) is affected by the capping
ligands layer, and therefore can be tuned by simple means of ligands exchange.
Towards the end of the chapter, the application of this tuning in hybrid polymer-NCs
solar cells is demonstrated. This demonstration is the first step in the current
research.
Using interface dipoles to tune the energy level alignments and hence the
electronic properties of semiconductors heterostructures has been the subject of
extensive research in the past few decades [77, 78]. More recently, the adhesion
of organic molecules onto 2D inorganic surfaces was demonstrated to shift the
energy levels of these surfaces relative to the Vacuum level [79-81]. These
molecules can form surface dipole that induces an electric field which modifies
the energy level alignment at the interface. The exceptionally large surface to
volume ratio in NCs led Soreni-Harari et al. [1] to investigate the effect of ligands
exchange on the energy levels position of InAs colloidal NCs.

5.1 LIGANDS EXCHANGE OF INAS NCS
As reviewed in sections 1.2 and 3.2.1, the organic capping layer of NCs
dramatically affects their optical and electronic properties. Therefore, the
exchange of the as-synthesized capping ligands with a different capping layer can
alter the NCs properties as well. The authors exchanged the as-synthesized
trioctylphosphine (TOP) capped InAs with various para-phenylene skeleton
molecules in which one end is a binding functionality, and the other end is a
terminal group with electron withdrawing or donating power (Figure 36).
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Figure 36: Modification of NC surface properties. Ligand exchange of TOP-capped InAs NC
with a p-phenylene ligand baring a binding functionality (X) and a variable polar terminal
group (Y). Taken from Soreni-Harari et al. [1]

The surface modified ligands used in this work were: 4-nitrothiophenol (NTP), 4methoxythiophenol (MoTP), 4-methylthiophenol (MTP), and aniline. Ligands
exchange was carried out by adding the as-prepared InAs NCs into a toluene
solution containing an excess of the modifying ligands (50-100-fold excess)
relative to the calculated TOP ligands. After long incubation (at least 72 hours) the
NCs were precipitated with methanol, followed by centrifugation.
In order to remove excess ligands the NCs solution were redispersed in toluene
and precipitation with methanol again. The authors used Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) in order to verify the surface ligands exchange. In
order to validate that the NCs maintained their quantum confinement properties,
the authors preformed absorption measurements. Figure 37 shows for example
the absorption of as-sensitized TOP capped InAs solution as well as the anilinemodified and the MTP-modified NCs solutions.
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Figure 37: Absorbance measurements of TOP-capped InAs NCs sample in toluene (solid) in
comparison to its surface modified aniline (squares) and MTP (circles) samples in THF. The
actual spectra are identical but are shifted for clarity. Taken from Soreni-Harari et al. [1]
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As can be seen the modified samples kept their excitonic peak structure
(preserving peak wavelength, peak width, and peak to valley magnitudes ratio).
This indicates that the modified NCs retained their quantum confined
characteristics.

5.2 ENERGY LEVEL TUNING VIA LIGAND EXCHANGE
The Authors used two complementary methods in order to examine the energy
levels position of InAs NCs. First, Differential Pulse Voltometry (DPV) was used to
determine the HOMO level of the samples. In order to distinguish between the
possible contributions of the ligands themselves from that of the NCs, The authors
conducted voltammetry measurements of the free ligands as well. Figure 38 (a)
and (b) presents the DPV of aniline and MTP modified NCs respectively, along
with the signals obtained for the free ligands.

Figure 38: HOMO levels deduced from DPV. (a) and (b) show the DPV of modified InAs NCs
samples (4.4 nm diameter) in comparison to their corresponding unbound ligand dissolved
in THF + 0.1 M TBAPF6. (a) aniline-modified InAs NCs (solid), unbound aniline ligand
(dashed) (b) MTP-modified InAs NCs (solid), unbound MTP ligand (dashed). Potential was
swept from negative to positive. (c) and (d) show the background subtracted signal of TOP,
MTP, and aniline modified InAs. (c) Measured using 4.4 nm NCs (d) Measured using sub 2
nm NCs. (Taken from Soreni-Harari et al.[1])
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Comparing the signals of the modified samples with those of the free ligands the
authors could attribute the different peaks to the NCs HOMO levels (coloured
arrows) and the free ligands (dashed black arrows).Figure 38 (c) and (d) presents
the background subtracted signal of TOP, MTP, and aniline modified InAs,
measured using 4.4 nm and sub 2nm NCs respectively.
As can be seen, the exchange of the TOP ligands by MTP and aniline results in a
shift of the InAs NC HOMO level to lower energy. In order to quantify the shifts,
the authors used Gaussian fits to extract the onset potentials and the peak
positions. The authors found that MTP and aniline modified NCs are remarkably
shifted by about 0.2-0.3 and 0.3-0.4 respectively. Recalling that the band gap was
found to remain intact upon ligand exchange (deduced from the absorption
measurements shown in Figure 37), the authors deduce that corresponding shifts
are expected for the LUMO levels as well.
The authors also used a complementary method, using scanning tunnelling
spectroscopy (STS) of single NCs in order to determine their band edge position.
Figure 39 demonstrates the effects of TOP-ligand exchange by MTP and aniline on
the tunnelling spectra of ~4.4 nm diameter InAs NCs.
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Figure 39: Tunnelling (dI/dV vs V) spectra of a) a single aniline-capped InAs QD (top curve)
in comparison with a single TOP-InAs QD (bottom curve), b) a single MTP-modified InAs QD
(top) in comparison with a single TOP-capped InAs QD (bottom) and The inset show the
topographic images of the measured (modified) 4.4 nm diameter InAs NCs. The dashed
vertical lines are guides to the eye, demonstrating the shifts of the band edges of the
modified NCs towards lower energies. Adopted from Soreni-Harari et al. [1].

As can be seen the STS measurements support the DPV results showing band edge
shift relative to the as-synthesised TOP capped NCs.
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5.3 THE ORIGIN OF THE BAND EDGE SHIFT
Examining the values for the relatively large NCs along with the values for the free
ligand dipole the authors note that there is no consistent correlation between the
energy levels shift and the value of the free ligand dipole. Upon exchange of the
TOP with any of the other ligands the electronic energy levels of the NC were
stabilized (or unchanged in the case of NTP). This implies that if the energy levels
shift assigned to an effective dipole, then its positive end is pointing towards the
NC’s centre. The lack of correlation with the molecules polar terminal group
suggests that the binding functionality (anchor group) plays the most important
role in determining the shift. To this extent the authors write the electronegativity
of each of the relevant atoms at the interface: phosphorus (2.19 Pauling), sulfur
(2.58 Pauling), and nitrogen (3.04 Pauling). The electronegativity of sulfur and
nitrogen is significantly higher compared to phosphorus suggesting that the sulfur
and nitrogen should be more efficient in drawing electrons out of the InAs and
producing a dipole with a polarity that agrees with the direction of the electron
energy level shift (HOMO level shift: aniline > thiol containing ligands > TOP).

5.4 DEMONSTRATION OF THE SHIFTING EFFECT IN PHOTOVOLTAIC DEVICES
To demonstrate how the remarkable surface ligand induced shifts can be used to
tune device functionality we have constructed InAs NC based devices. First we
examine the effect of using a conjugated rigid ligand, MTP, instead of the bulky
and saturated TOP ligands on the inter-dot coupling is examined first. Single layer
devices were constructed where a film of NCs was sandwiched between two
electrodes. Figure 40 shows that the film composed of NCs baring MTP ligands
TOP-InAs based film.
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Figure 40: I-V curves of single layer InAs NCs devices in the dark
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Next, we fabricated hybrid bi-layer solar cells in order to harness the band edge
tuning. The active layers of the devices are composed of yellow-PPV (Y-PPV) and
4.4nm diameter InAs NCs. Figure 41 illustrates the device structure as well as the
Y-PPV chemical structure.

a.

b.

Ag

InAs NCs
Xlink Y-PPV
PEDOT:PSS
ITO

Figure 41: a. hybrid YPPV|InAs NCs bi-layer device structure. b. the chemical structure of
YPPV.

The solar cells were prepared on cleaned patterned glass/ITO substrates. A
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT:PSS) layer was spin-coated and
annealed at 110°C under dry vacuum for 3 h. A semiconducting polymer layer was
fabricated on top of the PEDOT:PSS layer. In order to allow the deposition of the
NCs layer, the yellow-PPV (Y-PPV) polymer was formulated by a cross-linking
process[82]. The film was annealed at 110°C under dry vacuum for 3 h resulting
in a 70-80 nm thickness. The NCs dispersions were spin-coated (1000 rpm) on the
PPV to form a film of thickness 200-250 nm. Additional annealing was performed
at 120°C under dry vacuum for 3 h. The top contact was ~180 nm of Ag
evaporated at <0.1 nm s-1 and at a pressure of ca. 5  10-7 mbar.
We chose the Y-PPV InAs composition since the HOMO level of Y-PPV is at ~5.0eV
and the HOMO level of TOP-InAs is at ~4.7eV. Figure 42 a. and b. schematically
describe the energy band diagram of the bi-layer devices where the top layer is
TOP-InAs and MTP-modified InAs, respectively, manifesting the band gap shift
discussed above.
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a. Type I heterojunction
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Figure 42: Schematic short circuit energy level diagram of the a. TOP-InAs device. b. MTPmodified InAs device.

We note that the energy barrier for photo-generated holes moving from the NC
layer into the PPV layer is expected to be much lower for the MTP-modified InAs
compared to the TOP-InAs. Figure 43 shows the action spectra for the two
devices where the response for the MTP-modified InAs is two orders of
magnitude higher than that of the TOP-InAs. Since the transport in the MTPmodified InAs is enhanced by only ~1 order (see Figure 40) the further dramatic
increase (Figure 43) by an additional order of magnitude is assigned to the effect
of level shifting induced by the surface ligands.
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Figure 43: Near IR photo-response of bi-layer devices made of yellow-PPV (Y-PPV) and InAs
NCs: TOP- InAs NCs (full line), MTP-modified InAs NCs (dashed line).
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CHAPTER SIX: LIGANDS INDUCED TYPE II BULK
HOMOJUNCTION IN NEAR IR ACTIVE ALL
NANOCRYSTALS SOLAR CELLS
This chapter further explores the utilization of the capping layer in enhancing the
efficiency of NC based solar cells. We introduce a novel type II bulk homojunction
solar cell, where the active layer made from single batch of InAs NCs. The type II
band alignment is formed using an energy shift induced by different capping ligands
covering the NCs.

6.1 INTRODUCTION
Chapter Five: showed that the NC energy levels position (relative to the vacuum
level) is affected by the capping ligands layer, and therefore can be tuned by
simple means of ligands exchange. I also demonstrated the application of this
tuning in hybrid polymer-NCs solar cells. This tuning suggests that through the
use of different ligands one may dissociate excitons due to the formation of type II
homojunction that acts as a heterojunction. The importance of assisting the
charge generation can be understood with the aid of the simple model out
forward by Leatherdale et al. [65] to estimate the exciton (electron-hole pair)
binding energy as a function of the NCs radii in NCs solids. Figure 44 illustrates
the result of similar calculation applied to InAs NCs which are the subject of the
current chapter.
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Figure 44: Exciton binding energies as a function of InAs NCs radii for 7 and 11 Å ligands
barrier height (calculation is based on [65] ).The vertical dashed line at 2.2nm indicates the
NCs size of our samples.
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As can be seen, the binding energies are considerably larger than the few meV
recorded for bulk semiconductors [69], and cannot be overcome by thermal
energy at room temperature. Excitons’ binding energy is usually overcome using a
type II heterojunction between two materials where the potential offset between
the materials dissociates the excitons to free charge carriers. The heterojunction
in NC based solar cells is usually formed between NCs layer and organic
semiconducting polymers (as in Chapter Five:). In this chapter we propose a
different approach where an all NCs devices are made with an active layer made
from single batch of InAs NCs, hence all junctions are homojunctions. The type II
band alignment is formed using an energy shift induced by different capping
ligands covering the NCs. [1]

6.2 RESULTS
We report that tuning the band edge energy of InAs NCs can also be used in novel
all NCs NIR active devices where the type II bulk homojunction (BHJ) is based on a
single batch of nanocrystals and is formed by two different ligands inducing
different energy shifts. The Electron donor component of our devices is made of
4-nitrothiophenol (NTP) capped InAs NCs, while the electron acceptor component
is made from Aniline capped InAs NCs. Figure illustrates the chemical structure of
these two ligands as well as native ligands of the InAs NCs (trioctilphosphine –
TOP).

NO2

SH

NH2

NTP

Aniline

P
TOP

Figure 45: The chemical structure of the ligands that are used in this work (From left) 4nitrothiophenol (NTP), Aniline, and trioctilphosphine (TOP).

To ensure that the two ligands chosen here would induce a type II band alignment
we performed DPV measurements [1] to determine the respective HOMO levels.
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To that end, Figure 46 shows the DPV signals for 2.2 nm radius NTP and Aniline
modified InAs NCs after subtracting the background for each. For full DPV
measurement and peak attribution see appendix 6.4.1 .These measurements were
done by M Soreni-Harari.
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Figure 46: background subtracted DPV of 2.2nm radius NTP and Aniline modified InAs NCs.

This figure shows that the exchange of the TOP ligands by NTP and aniline, results
in a band edge shift between these materials. To quantify the shifts we fitted the
relevant peaks by a Gaussian function and deduced the onset potential and the
peak position. From this analysis we find that the NTP and aniline modified NCs
are shifted by about 0.3-0.4eV from each other. As absorption measurements
indicated that the band gap remain intact upon ligand exchange, corresponding
shifts are expected for the LUMO. This remarkable shift suggests that a
heterojunction between NTP and Aniline capped InAs NCs could result in
enhanced charge generation and hence enhanced overall solar cell’s efficiency.
The vertical line (dashed) in Figure 44 indicates that 0.3-0.4eV shift is clearly
sufficient to overcome the binding energy in these NCs.
To test the concept of type II homojunctions and its effect on charge generation
we have fabricated all NC solar cells. Figure 47a illustrates the device structure,
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while Figure 47b and Figure 47c presents the proposed energy levels diagram
under flat-band and short circuit conditions respectively.

Figure 47: a. All NCs BHJ device structure. b. and c. proposed energy levels diagram under
flat band and short circuit conditions respectively. d. EQE of the BHJ device compared with
two single layer control devices.

The devices were fabricated using a self-built electrical control doctor-blade
which allows producing thicker films relative to spin coating while reducing the
required amounts of materials. Figure 47d compares the EQE measurement of the
BHJ device with two control devices made from single layer of NTP or Aniline
capped InAs NCs respectively. As can be seen the effect of the heterojunction is
pronounced, leading to factor ~3-4 EQE enhancement in the NIR region. Figure
48a presents the current-voltage characteristics of the BHJ devices under 1060nm
monochromatic light (DPSS laser – Roithner Lasertechnik). Examining the data
however, one can not overlook the fact that the device exhibits low photovoltage
as well as low EQE. This suggests that the device response and the extracted
currents are being suppressed thus not allowing for the full potential of the BHJ to
be utilized. The most likely candidate mechanism suppressing the cell’s
performance is the low mobility of electrons and holes in InAs NC films.[26] It is
known that low mobility of electrons and/or holes would lead to suppression of
cell performance due to the inability to extract the slow carriers. Such effect
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would lead to enhanced recombination losses[83] and possibly also to the
formation of space charge that is large enough to distort the internal electric
field[84]. In references [83-85] it was shown that a criterion to determine
whether charge recombination and space charge effect are dominant would be a
comparison between the photocurrent and the space charge limited current
measured under current injection. In order to verify that space charge and
recombination are the limiting factor in these devices we present in Figure 48b
log-log curve of the dark current-voltage characteristic of this device. As the V2
asymptote shows, for applied bias between ~1 and 10 volts the device is in the
space charge regime [86] and we note that for ~1V bias the current density is
about 10-6 [A/cm2].
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Figure 48: a. Current-voltage characteristics of the BHJ device under 1060nm
monochromatic light at ~588 mW/cm2. b. Log-log curve of the dark current-voltage
characteristic of the BHJ device.

This observation along with the fact that the current levels shown in Figure 48a
are above 10-6 [A/cm2] clearly indicate that the photo-current levels shown in
Figure 48a are indeed limited by recombination and probably also by space
charge effects[83, 85].

6.3 SUMMARY
In conclusion, we demonstrated the formation of novel nanocrystal based type II
heterojunction NIR solar cells based on single batch of NCs. The active layer is
fabricated using single batch of InAs NCs modified with two different capping
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ligands which induce energy levels shift. Comparing the BHJ device to the single
component devices (made from NCs that are capped with only one of the ligands)
reveals significant photocurrent enhancement in BHJ device. We believe that
future work that would also involve optimization of the morphology of the BHJ
will result in higher enhancement ratios. The extremely small photovoltage and
low EQE of the devices is discussed and the cause of it is identified as the low
charge mobility in InAs based films.

6.4 APPENDIX
6.4.1 ELECTROCHEMICAL DETERMINATION OF THE BAND EDGE SHIFT
The electrochemical response of NTP-modified InAs is shown in Figure 49a. The
reduction peaks (-1.4, -1.9 V) are assigned to the ligand’s nitro group
reduction[87]. In addition, the NTP-modified NCs showed five oxidative waves (IV). The NTP free ligand voltammogram on the other hand, showed only two
oxidative waves (I, II). One of them was ascribed to dithiol redox activity. As a
result, the identification of the other peaks (III-V) required additional
measurements. The size dependent voltammetry of NCs samples ranging from <2
nm (740 nm) to 5.9 nm (1360 nm) diameter revealed that the potential of one of
the peaks (IV) was independent of NCs size (not shown). Between the two
remaining peaks (III, V), we have chosen to regard the lower potential peak (III)
as the HOMO level.
Figure 49b shows the aniline-modified NCs in comparison to the corresponding
free ligands. As can be seen, there is response associated with the free aniline
ligand (dashed line) which is centred below to 0.8V. Examining the response of
the aniline-modified InAs (full line in Figure 49b), we note the appearance of two
peaks. The low energy peak is in good agreement with the peak position of the
bare ligand (dashed line). We therefore attribute only the higher energy peak at
0.8 V to the InAs NC HOMO.
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Figure 49: DPV of modified InAs NC samples (2.2 nm radius) in comparison to their
corresponding unbound ligand dissolved in CH3CN + 0.1 M TBAPF6. (a) NTP-modified InAs
NC (solid), unbound NTP ligand (dashed) (b) Aniline-modified InAs NCs (solid), unbound
Aniline ligand (dashed). Potential was swept from negative to positive.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: MOLECULAR CONTROL OF QUANTUM DOT
INTERNAL ELECTRIC FIELD - APPLICATION TO CDSE
BASED SOLAR CELLS
This chapter examines the effect of mixed capping ligands on the optical as well as
electrical properties of NCs. we show that by attaching two different molecules to a
single NC one can induce electric fields large enough to significantly alter the
electronic and optoelectronic properties of the NC. Examining the steady state as
well as temporal evolution of the optical properties and the nuclear magnetic
resonances of the nanocrystals we found that the first excitonic peak shifts as a
function of the capping-layer composition. Towards the end of the chapter we also
demonstrate that the use of a mixed-ligand-induced electric field markedly enhances
the charge generation efficiency in layer-by-layer CdSe-nanocrystal-based solar
cells, thus improving the overall cell efficiency. The results describes in this chapter
were published at 2011 in “Nature Materials”[88] INTRODUCTION
Following our previous[1] work which showed that exchanging the capping
ligands of InAs NCs shifts the NCs energy levels , this study indicates that capping
the nanocrystal with a designed mixture of two different ligands, differing only by
the anchor group and bound to the same NC, leads to inhomogeneous surface
distribution of the ligand induced dipole. We consider that the ligand induced
internal electric-field pulls electrons and holes wavefunctions to different parts
within the NC volume, hence the energy levels are changed leading to red shift of
the

optical

bandgap.

Another

effect

associated

with

this

differential

pulling/pushing of the relevant wavefunctions is that the exciton binding energy
reduces. This effect which we consider to be ligand induced Quantum Confined
Stark Effect (QCSE) [89, 90] can also be viewed as formation of a quasi type II
band alignment or solvatochromism like effect, depending mostly on the reader’s
background. Detailed study of ligands induced QCSE is reported throughout this
chapter using optical measurements supported by NMR studies. Towards the end
of the chapter, the correlation between QCSE and solar cell’s performance is
demonstrated showing enhanced charge generation efficiency. Namely, the
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importance of our finding goes beyond the basic science of nanocrystals and is
expected to impact various applications.

7.2 RESULTS
To examine the effect of mixed capping ligands on the optical properties of the
NCs we used 4-Hexadecylaniline (HDA) capped CdSe NCs (Nanoco Technologies)
with first absorption peak at 593nm. Toluene solutions containing methylbenzene
ligands with thiol anchor group (4-Methylthiophenol – MTP) or amine anchor
group (para-Methylaniline - PMA) were added to the NCs solution. When we
sought a complete exchange, the amount of methylbenzene ligands was a 50-100fold excess relative to the calculated HDA ligands amount[91].
Figure 50 illustrates the chemical structure of all the ligands that are used in this
work.

Figure 50: Chemical structure of the ligands used in this work. a. Hexadecylamine - HDA b.
4-Methylthiophenol – MTP (X=SH) and para-Methylaniline – PMA (X=NH2) c. Ethanedithiol EDT(X=SH) and Ethylenediamine – EDA (X=NH2)

In the first set of experiments, absorption spectra of the NCs were recorded prior
to any ligands addition and at various time steps after the addition. To analyze
changes in the absorption spectra (Figure 51a), the first absorption peaks were
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fitted by a Gaussian function. Figure 51b shows the evolution of the peak
wavelength (circles) following the addition of MTP to the HDA capped CdSe NCs.

Figure 51: The effect of added MTP ligands on the absorption spectrum of HDA capped
CdSe. a. Typical absorption spectrum of the original material used in this work (HDA capped
CdSe) b. Temporal evolution of the first absorption peak wavelength (blue ●) and width (red ■) of
HDA capped CdSe NCs before and after addition of 50-100 fold excess free MTP ligands.

The reaction has two distinct regions: first there is a fast (~10 sec) steep red shift
of ~3nm and then blue shift slowly recovering to the original absorption peak
wavelength (~22 hours). These results suggest that, at short times, mixed capping
layer around the NCs creates an inhomogeneous electric field inside the NCs
which separates the hole and electron wavefunctions and therefore reduces the
first exciton energy (red-shift). When ligands exchange reaction continues beyond
a certain point, the capping layer becomes more and more homogenous (as MTP
ligands become the majority). This reduces the internal electrical field back to its
original value and the first exciton energy blue shifts. The widths of the
absorption peaks are also shown (squares) in Figure 51b. We note that the very
small width changes are within experimental accuracy, i.e. the apparent minute
monotonic narrowing shown here may change direction in other measurements.
We can therefore conclude that peak wavelength shift is not due to aggregations.
The direct relation to the ligands’ surface coverage is further substantiated below
(Figure 52). As a general rule, measuring different samples may result in slight
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differences in absolute values but the trend is consistent throughout the results
shown in the paper with the absolute magnitude of the shown trend varying by up
to 10%.
In order to verify that the changes in the spectrum reported above are due to
gradual adsorption of the MTP ligand we performed several experiments. We
prepared series of samples where the added amount of MTP was an increasing
fraction of the ligands covering the NCs. To deduce the amount of MTP required
we calculated the NCs radius based on the absorption spectrum[92]

and

estimated the number of ligands per NC[91]. In the first experiment we monitored
the PL intensity of the NC which is known to reduce as a function of thiol ligands
[93]. The results (see Figure 56) indicate gradual adsorption of MTP ligands. The
second experiment monitored the first absorption peak location (Figure 52) as a
function of the percentage of added MTP relative to the overall HDA ligands in the
solution.

Figure 52: Gradual adsorption of MTP ligands to HDA capped CdSe NCs. Left axis (blue): First absorption peak location as a function of the percentage of added MTP relative to the overall
ligands content (HDA+MTP) in the sample. The samples were left to equilibrate for two hours
before data was recorded. Two sets of measurements with fine (blue ■) and coarse (blue ♦) MTP
additions. Right axis (red ●): Integrated 1H NMR peak intensity of the meta ring protons of the
MTP ligand as a function of the percentage of added MTP fraction (data was extracted from the
spectra in
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Two different sets were measured, coarse and fine MTP increments, reaching
55% and 35% fractions, respectively. Upon increase of MTP percentage both sets
show monotonic red-shift and approach steady state shift of around 4nm at 30%40% MTP. Measuring the samples again after 24 hours shows no significant
change in the peaks location.
Further confirmation of the gradual adsorption of MTP molecules onto the NCs
surface was achieved through high resolution 1H NMR measurements of HDA
capped CdSe solution to which graduated amounts of MTP were added. The
spectra were acquired 25-30 minutes after MTP was added. Knowing the peak
positions of the MTP ligand (Figure 57e), these spectra enable us to monitor the
increasing level of free MTP as a function of its added fraction. This is shown in
Figure 52 (circles, right axis) for the peak of the meta ring hydrogens of MTP
(Figure 58). Only when the MTP fraction exceeded a threshold level of ~37%45%, MTP peaks appear and their intensity gradually increased with the added
fraction. The absence of detectable MTP peaks before the threshold fraction is
reached can only be attributed to MTP binding to the NCs. Upon binding of the
small MTP molecules to the far bigger HDA capped NCs, the rapid isotropic
tumbling of MTP slows down and as a result their 1H NMR signals are broadened
beyond detection. To alleviate concerns regarding detection sensitivity we
measured 1H NMR spectra of pure MTP as well as of a mixture of HDA and MTP
with the same relative concentrations as with the NCs (Figure 57). As Figure 52
shows, the NMR deduced threshold concentration correlates with the saturation
concentration detected by measurement of the first absorption peak location.
Similar results are obtained when monitoring the NMR peaks of the ortho ring
protons as well as the methyl protons of the MTP molecule. The results of the PL
intensity as a function of time and of the absorption peak and NMR titration as a
function of the MTP fraction clearly indicate that the spectral shifts reported in
Figure 51 and Figure 52 reflect gradual increased adsorption of MTP ligand onto
the CdSe NC surface. To summarize this part, we attribute both red and blue shift
regions to increased adsorption of MTP molecules.
To slow down the fast red shift shown in Figure 51 (circles) we added large
excess of PMA ligands to the HDA capped NCs solution as the addition of PMA
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shows no detectable shift in the absorption spectrum of the NCs (both ligands
have amine as the anchor group). The rational was that if the fast red shift shown
in Figure 51b is associated with binding to vacant sites the addition of the small
PMA molecule would fill these sites and saturate the NC surface. As Figure 53a
shows, subsequent addition of MTP to the PMA-saturated NCs still causes a shift
of the first absorption peak as in the case of the non saturated NCs (Figure 51b).
As expected, the red shift is significantly slowed down and is well resolved in the
current set-up.

Figure 53: Temporal evolution of the first (a.) absorption and (b.) PL peak wavelength of
PMA saturated CdSe NCs after addition of MTP ligands at large excess.

Figure 53b shows the PL peak location in measurement done in the same way. As
can be seen, the PL results support the absorption measurements showing the
trend of red then blue shifts. In both measurements, the red shift was prolonged
from seconds to hours presumably by saturating vacant sites with the small PMA
molecule. In accordance with our previous work [1], in all the discussions above
we refer to the ligand’s anchor group as the dipole determining entity. To
revalidate it in our material system and to eliminate the effect of different ligand
chains and different dielectric surroundings, we exchanged the original HDA
ligands with PMA ligands that vary from MTP only in the anchor group. Adding
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increasing amount of MTP ligands to the PMA capped NCs resulted in the same
trends as the HDA-MTP samples (Figure 57)
To complete the picture we performed the inverse experiment adding PMA
ligands to NCs that their ligands were exchanged from HDA to MTP. Figure 54
illustrates the PL and absorption peak location.

Figure 54: Addition of PMA ligands to MTP capped CdSe NCs. a. Temporal evolution of the first
absorption peak wavelength. b. First PL peak wavelength as a function of the percentage of added
PMA relative to the overall PMA+MTP ligands in the sample.

The evolution of the samples shown in Figure 54a is similar to those reported in
Figure 51 and Figure 52 indicating that it is indeed the relative fraction of amine
to thiol groups anchored to the NC surface which determines the amount of the
spectral shift. There is however some difference between these and the previous
data. In Figure 54a, the red shift is small and is of ~1nm followed by blue shift
that overshoots the initial wavelength. Figure 54b the PL measurements show a
red shift which saturates at low PMA concentration of ~15%. We attribute this
difference to our starting material not being 100% MTP but rather a mix of
thiol/amine capping due to the non complete exchange from HDA to MTP. We find
this reasonable since full ligands exchange is hard to achieve [94] and our
procedure includes only one exchange cycle.
In order to further explore the reduction in exciton binding energy and to
demonstrate the use of ligands induced QCSE (LIQCSE), CdSe NC based solar cells
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were fabricated using layer-by-layer (lbl) dip coating method[27]. We exploit the
need for cross linking molecule to introduce mixed capping ligands around the
NCs. Four types of layers (devices) were made based on selection of one of two
capping ligands: MTP or PMA and one of two cross-linking molecules:
ethanedithiol (EDT) or ethylenediamine (EDA) which differ only by the anchor
groups (See Figure 50 for chemical structure). Figure 55a illustrates the devices
structure while Figure 55b shows the measured external quantum efficiency
(EQE) of the representative set of devices and the corresponding IV curves under
AM1.5G 1 SUN conditions (inset).

Figure 55: CdSe NCs based Solar cells. a. Devices structure (not to scale) b. measured EQE and
IV (inset) curves. c. Comparison of the first excitonic peak wavelength of the EQE response with
the EQE magnitude at the same wavelength.

As can be seen, the device made of MTP as capping ligand and EDA as the crosslinker exhibits the best performance as opposed to the inverse device (PMA and
EDT) which shows the worst result. The two devices with uniform capping layer,
thiol only (MTP and EDT) and amine only (PMA and EDA) show almost the same
results lying between the mixed capping layer devices. This result seems a bit
surprising as based on the solution phase data one might expect the PMA|EDT to
also show better performance compared to MTP|EDT or PMA|EDA devices. In
order to understand these results we compared the first excitonic peak location of
the EQE response of all four devices with the EQE magnitude at the same peak
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(red part of the EQE spectrum). As can be seen, Figure 55c, the results show
correlation between the peak location and the device efficiency. Namely, unlike
the solution phase, in the layer by layer bulk films there is an extra factor affecting
the polarization of the nanocrystals resulting in the PMA|EDT showing the
smallest shift and as a result the lowest efficiency.
As the spectral position (amount of red shift) is a measure for the strength of the
QCSE we may conclude that the QCSE leads to better exciton dissociation and
charge generation. The excitonic peak in the EQE of the MTP-EDA device shows
red shift of ~3nm relative to the peak found for the PMA-EDT device. As can be
seen, this small wavelength shift is responsible to a large (almost 10 fold) change
in the devices performance. Although the devices were never optimized we note
the relatively high EQE of the MTP and EDA device with peak efficiency of ~37%.
Judging by the shape of the I-V curves it seems that the relative low PCE of this
device could be attributed to large serial resistance which dramatically lowers the
photocurrent and the fill factor[40].(see also Figure 60)

7.3 DISCUSSION
Following previous studies which have shown that the ligand anchor group may
shift the NC energy levels by up to 0.5eV we have studied the influence of mixed
thiol-amine capping layer on the optical properties of CdSe NCs. We found that the
first excitonic peak wavelength is dependent on the thiol to amine ratio and can
be red or blue shifted according to the components ratio of the capping layer.
Amine assisted etching or surface reconstruction was suggested to explain the
shifts in optical properties of CdSe NCs [95-97]. We can rule out this phenomena
in our samples based on three observations: first the conditions for etching
require the presence of oxygen[95] or water and temperatures way above room
temperature[96]. Our samples were kept in inert conditions at room temperature
and all the optical measurements were done in sealed cuvettes. Second our NCs
are originally capped with HDA (amine anchor group) which decrees the
possibility of further etching\reconstruction after the synthesis process. Third
and most important, the combination of Figure 51 and Figure 54 revels that the
optical wavelength shifts in our samples are reversible which exclude any
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permanent physical changes at the NCs surface[13]. Therefore one can safely
conclude that the optical shifts in our samples are due to electronic surface
interactions. Using identical ligands (except for the anchor group) we excluded
any influence of the surroundings on the optical properties of our samples. We
therefore suggest QCSE as the explanation to our findings meaning that the shift is
due to the dipole induced field between the ligands anchor groups and the NCs
surface.
In order for QCSE to take place in our samples, the dipole induced electric field
must be inhomogeneous so as to effectively change the overlap between the
electron and hole wave functions. Therefore the peripheral arrangement of the
different ligands around the NC is important where an even spread of both ligands
around the NCs would probably result in no to very minor effect. Since our results
show significant shift there must be a symmetry breaking reason for the selective
arrangement of the ligands. Since thiols and amines have different affinity to
different facets or sites of CdSe NCs [98]

it is reasonable to assume that

competing ligands types will initially be spatially separated on the NC surface and
therefore will create pronounced internal electric field.
Our solar cell devices further support these findings, showing correlation
between the excitonic peak wavelength shift and the device efficiency. Namely,
the electronic properties of the NCs are changed in a measureable way as well. By
using a complete set of ligand to cross-linker combination and by ensuring that
only the anchor group differs we are able to reject various potential sources of
artefacts. We note that devices fabricated with the same anchor group both for
the ligand and the cross-linking molecule exhibit similar properties and are in
between those of the mixed ligands. This excludes possible mechanisms such as
charge trapping at the NC surface and different surface passivation efficiency.
We found that the mixed capping surface passivation of NCs leads to an effect
which is equivalent to QCSE and is induced by the different dipoles associated
with the different anchor groups. This induced separation between electron and
hole wave functions can be harnessed to enhance the performance of NCs based
solar cells. We hope that this study would stimulate theoretical study of the ligand
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binding to nanocrystals (larger than clusters). We believe that better device
optimization, hopefully guided by theory, could lead to high efficiency solution
processed solar cells.

7.4 APPENDIX
7.4.1 VERIFYING GRADUATED LIGANDS ADSORPTION
7.4.1.1 PL intensity measurements
PL intensity measurements were used in order to verify graduated adsorption of
competing ligands. Figure 56 shows the intensity measurements as a function of
the fraction of the competing ligands compared to the overall ligands covering the
NCs.
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Figure 56: PL intensity measurements of gradual addition of a. MTP ligands to PMA capped
NCs, and b. PMA ligands to MTP capped NCs. (The spectral shift of these samples is shown in
Figure 59 and Figure 54b).

As expected, PMA capped NCs exhibit much higher PL intensity in comparison to
MTP capped NCs. Gradually adding MTP to PMA capped NCs results in PL
quenching, while gradually adding PMA to MTP capped NCs results in PL
enhancement. Since the coverage of thiol ligands is inversely correlated to the PL
intensity[93] we conclude that there is graduated adsorption of ligands in our
experiments, regardless of the direction of the wavelength shift.
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7.4.1.2 1H Solution NMR measurements
This section introduces the 1H NMR spectra of the necessary reference materials
and at different compositions in order to establish the gradual adsorption of MTP
onto the HDA capped CdSe NCs.

Figure 57: 1H solution NMR spectra of a. neat HDA solution (toluene-d8). b-c. HDA solutions
with MTP mol fractions of 16.7 and 50.0%. d. HDA capped NCs + MTP(50%). e. pure MTP
(toluene-d8) solution. f. Representative spectrum of HDA capped NCs solution (toluene-d8)
with MTP ligand fraction of 50%.

Figure 57 shows (top; trace f) a representative spectrum of a toluene solution
with HDA capped NCs and with 50% MTP fraction (MTP quantity equivalent to
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the calculated HDA quantity). In this spectrum the three chemical shift regions
where (free) MTP has peaks are encircled. In the following, only these expanded
spectral regions are shown. The spectrum below (trace e) is that of pure MTP
(toluene solution) whose quantity is equivalent to that in the 28% MTP fraction
(with HDA capped NCs). The three classes of 1H NMR peaks of MTP are – aromatic
ring protons (left; meta and ortho; column vertically magnified ×30), thiol
(middle, SH; column vertically magnified ×20), and methyl (right; -CH3; column
vertically magnified ×10); see Table 1 for NMR spectral assignments.
Table 1: 1H Solution NMR chemical shifts

Ligand

Protons

δ1H (ppm)

CH3

1.964

Ph – meta

6.675

6.689

Ph – ortho

6.885

6.898

SH

2.948

CH3

0.89

(CH2)-3-15

1.29

(CH2)-2

1.377

(CH2)-1

2.48

MTP

HDA

The respective segments from the 1H NMR spectrum of the pure HDA solution is
shown for a reference in Figure 57a. HDA has no peaks in these spectral
regions[99], and the small peaks seen must therefore originate from residual
impurities. The spectra of the HDA solutions with 17 and 50% fractions of MTP
(trace b and c) clearly show the aromatic (left) and methyl (right) MTP peaks; the
peak of the SH proton is broadened beyond detection. This broadening
presumably arises due to hydrogen exchange with HDA's amine groups. The
respective expanded regions in the spectrum (trace d) of the HDA capped NCs
+MTP (50%), clearly show MTP's aromatic and methyl peaks, however lack the
SH peak. In its absence, the SH peak is not referred to any further, confining the
discussion to the aromatic and methyl peaks of MTP. The much smaller peak
intensities of free MTP seen for the HDA capped NCs + MTP (50%) compared to
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HDA + MTP (50%) in Figure 57d and c, respectively, clearly indicate that free MTP
is only a small percentage (~8%) of its overall fraction in the NCs solution
(consistent with the absorption measurements exhibiting threshold at around
40%, Figure 52). Figure 58 shows the 1H NMR spectra (MTP's aromatic and
methyl spectral regions) for a set of graduated additions of MTP to HDA capped
CdSe NCs solutions, and the spectrum of MTP solution for a reference (bottom
trace).

Figure 58: 1H NMR spectra of MTP solution (in toluene-d8), and a set of graduated additions
of MTP to HDA capped CdSe NCs solutions (toluene-d8). The "28.6%" noted on the pure MTP
spectrum indicates total quantity identical to that in the respective NCs solution, where all
MTP is bound its peaks are undetectable.
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The narrow aromatic and methyl peaks of MTP are visible in the spectra of HDA
capped NCs solutions only when MTP reaches a threshold fraction of 44.4%, after
which their intensities monotonically increase with MTP concentration. The
smallest added fraction of MTP (17%) exceeds by far the detection limit of the
NMR (see Figure 57 of equivalent MTP fraction in the absence of NCs). The
absence of detectable MTP peaks before the threshold fraction is reached can only
be attributed to MTP binding to the NCs. Upon binding of the small MTP
molecules to the far bigger HDA capped NCs, the rapid isotropic tumbling of MTP
slows down and as a result its 1H NMR peaks are broadened beyond detection.
The fact that above the threshold fraction these peaks (once appear) are not
shifted, nor broadened, indicates unequivocally that they represent free
population of the MTP ligands. Moreover, since the free MTP peaks are not
broadened whatsoever, indicates that if free-bound exchange takes place, its
timescale must be very slow[99, 100](with correlation times longer than
seconds).

7.4.2 GRADUAL ADDITION OF MTP LIGANDS TO PMA CAPPED CDSE NCS
We prepared series of samples where the added amount of MTP was an
increasing fraction of the overall PMA ligands covering the NCs. The samples with
varying amount of added MTP ligands were left for 2 hours before absorption and
PL spectra were measured. As can be seen in Figure 59, adding increasing amount
of MTP ligands to the PMA capped NCs resulted in the same trends as in the HDAMTP samples, namely, monotonic red shift approaching saturation.

Figure 59: Optical properties of PMA capped NCs after graduated addition of MTP ligands
relative to the overall PMA+MTP ligands in the sample. a. absorption b. PL.
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7.4.3 DIODE CHARACTERIZATION
The inset of Figure 55 presents the current voltage curves of our solar cells under
1SUN AM1.5G conditions. All the curves are slightly convex with fill factor
FF≈0.23. The fact that the FF<0.25 prevents parameter extraction using simple
equivalent electrical circuit. Nevertheless Figure 60 presents the dark current
voltage curves of the best and worst devices presented in figure 6 (full lines)
along with another pair of devices of similar structure. As can be seen, the
difference between MTP|EDA and PMA|EDT devices is similar to the differences
found within a set of a single structure (either MTP|EDA or PMA|EDT). Namely,
the consistent difference in the EQE and PCE cannot be attributed to extrinsic
factors as film quality or thickness. The low values of the dark currents along with
the far from ideal diode shape indicates that the main reasons for the devices low
power conversion efficiency are due to high serial resistance (either bulk and/or
contact resistance).

Figure 60: Dark I-V curves of the MTP|EDA (circles) and PMA|EDT (squares) devices. The
EQE and PCE curves of the devices the I-V of which is in full line are shown in Figure 55.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: TYPE II HETEROJUNCTION BI-LAYER
SOLAR CELLS FROM CDTE AND CDSE NANOCRYSTAL
QUANTUM DOTS
This chapter demonstrate type II heterojunction bi-layer solar cells exploiting the
inherent type II heterojunction between CdSe and CdTe NCs, and systematically
study different ways of combination of such NCs of different surface chemistry and
different sizes. We demonstrate the beneficial use of two distinctly different sizes of
NCs in order to improve the solar spectrum matching, as well as of ligands-induced
quantum confined Stark effect in order to enhance charge generation, and hence
overall efficiency of all NCs solar cells.

8.1 INTRODUCTION
The size span of aqueous synthesised NCs is complementary to that of the organic
synthesised NCs. Very small NCs could be obtained using aqueous synthesised,
while bigger NCs are mostly available using organic synthesised. Therefore, it is
beneficial to use both aqueous and organic synthesised NCs in order to cover
large portion of the spectrum, and to investigate the influence of different charge
carriers and excitons confinement energies on devices performances. Recently,
Gross et al. demonstrated the separation of charges due to the intrinsic Type II
alignment between CdSe and CdTe NCs, by means of photoluminescence (PL)
quenching [101]and surface photovoltage spectroscopy[102]. In the following we
report the results of a systematic study of several combinations of CdTe and CdSe
NCs differing in size and their surface ligands, and combining the use cross linking
procedures[27] with ligands-induced quantum confined Stark effect (LIQCSE)[88], in order to enhance charge generation, and hence overall efficiency, in
all NC-based Type II heterojunction bi-layer solar cells.
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8.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
8.2.1 MATERIALS
Figure 61a presents the absorption spectra of aqueous synthesized thioglycolic
acid (TGA) capped CdSe NCs (1.2 nm in radius), bigger (2.2 nm in radius) HDA
capped CdSe NCs (Nanoco Technologies), and mercaptopropionic acid (MPA)
capped CdTe NCs (1.3 nm in radius).

The aqueous synthesized NCs were

synthesized according to a previous published procedure [103, 104] leading to
gram scale products. In order to estimate the exciton binding energy of these NCs
we have followed again Leatherdale et al[65], calculating exciton binding energy
as a function of the NCs radii. Figure 61b presents the result of these calculations.
The vertical dashed lines at 1.2nm and 2.2 nm (CdSe) and 1.3nm (CdTe) indicates
the NCs size of our samples. As can be seen the binding energies are considerably
larger than the few meV recorded for bulk semiconductors[69], and cannot be
overcome by thermal energy at room temperature. In fact, these values are
comparable to the recorder binding energy of organic semiconductors where type
II heterojunction is needed for charge generation [105].
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Figure 61: a. Absorption spectra of the original material used in this work TGA capped CdSe
NCs (red dashed) MPA capped CdTe NCs (blue dotted) and HDA capped CdSe NCs (green
solid). b. Exciton binding Energies as a function of NCs radii for (calculation is based on
[65] ).The vertical dashed line at 1.2nm and 2.1 nm (CdSe) and 1.3nm (CdTe) indicates the
NCs size of our samples.
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8.2.2 DEVICE FABRICATION
In order to fabricate bi layer devices which combine semiconductor NCs with
different surface chemistry, we have utilized the following multi-step fabrication
procedure. CdTe NCs were spin coated from water solution on top of UV-ozone
treated ITO coated glass slides, resulting in films of ~40 nm in thickness. The films
were transferred to N2 filled glove box, allowed to dry at 70°C for 3 hours in
vacuum, and treated by soaking in Ethanedithiol (EDT) dissolved in CH3CN
solution in order to make them insoluble in water, so that the second cycle of spin
coating with the same aqueous-based solution in order to fill cracks can be carried
out without destroying the film[106]. This results in homogenous film of ~60nm
in thickness. Small (1.2 nm in radius) TGA capped CdSe NCs were synthesized in
water [104] and

phase transferred to organic solvent (toluene) following

previously published protocol[107]. The capping ligands where then exchanged
to short conjugated Methythiophenol (MTP) and the NCs were dissolved in
Tetrahydrofuran (THF)[1] . We then used LbL dip coating method with EDT as a
cross linking molecule in order to fabricate the CdSe NCs top layer of ~100nm in
thickness of our bi-layer structure. The devices were complete with thermal
evaporation of Ag electrode. Figure 62 illustrates the final device structure.

Ag
CdSe NCs
CdTe NCs
ITO
Figure 62: Device structure of Type II heterojunction bi-layer solar cells from CdTe and
small CdSe
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8.3 RESULTS
Table 2 provides details on the variations of their structure for three different
types of devices realized here.
Table 2: Summarizing table of device structure and performance of the three types of
devices reported here.

By-Layer structure

EQE

Bottom

Top

Top Layer

Layer

Layer

X-link

Device 1

MPA CdTe TGA CdSe

Device 2

MPA CdTe

Device 3

MPA CdTe

HDA
CdSe
HDA
CdSe

Max

I-V
Jsc

Voc

[A\cm2] [Volt]

FF

PCE

EDT

1.25% -2.30E-05 0.55 0.24 0.03%

EDT

3.90% -9.35E-05 0.75 0.22 0.15%

EDA

6.50% -1.43E-04 0.81 0.21 0.25%

Figure 63a illustrates the external quantum efficiency of Device 1 and compares it
to the control single layer devices of CdTe and CdSe only, which were fabricated
with a similar active layer thickness of ~120nm. As can be clearly seen, all the
devices exhibit similar wavelength dependency (EQE shape) while the type II
structure device exhibits inferior efficiency relative to the control devices. Figure
63b illustrates the current-voltage curves of these three devices under standard
AM1.5G 1 Sun conditions. The bi-layer device shows increased short circuit
currents as well as higher photovoltage and fill factor. This clearly proves the
charge separation due to the type II alignment in the bi-layer device.
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Figure 63: a. EQE of the bi-layer device compared with two single layer control devices. b.
Current-Voltage curves of the bi-layer device compared with two single layer control
devices. The curves were measured under AM1.5G 1Sun conditions.

We have further optimized the bi-layer structure by combining two NCs materials
with different absorption spectrum to allow for better solar spectrum coverage.
We choose to increase the size of CdSe QDs as it also allows us to lower
substantially their excitonic binding energy (Figure 61b). In order to demonstrate
this advantage we have used bigger (2.2 nm in radius) HDA capped CdSe NCs with
the first absorption peak at 593nm (Figure 61a). Device 2 was fabricated in a
similar manner excluding the phase transfer step for CdSe NCs. The HDA ligands
were exchanged with MTP, and the NCs were dissolved in THF. Figure 64a
illustrates the EQE of this device relative to two single layer control devices made
from CdTe and MTP exchanged CdSe NCs. The bi layer device exhibits wavelength
dependency which follows the superposition of the two single layers control
devices. The overall device EQE is higher than the control devices and also
inferior to the previous bi-layer device (maximum EQE approaching 4%). Figure
64b illustrates the current-voltage curves of Device 2 and compares it to the
reference CdTe single layer device. The bi-layer device exhibits higher
photocurrent (9.35E-05 A/cm2) and very high open circuit voltage of 0.75V. We
attribute this enhancement (relative to single layer CdTe and previously
discussed bi-layer Device 1) to the better solar spectrum coverage as well as to
the much lower exciton binding energy of the HDA capped CdSe as compared to
TGA-capped ones.
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Figure 64: a. EQE of the bi-layer device compared with two single layer control devices.
(The arrows indicate the different layer contribution to the overall EQE). b. Current-voltage
curves of the bi-layer device compared with a single layer CdTe control devices. The curves
were measured under AM1.5G 1Sun conditions.

Quantum Confined Stark Effect (QCSE) has been explored in details in
heterostructured semiconductor NCs[94, 108] and as was suggested in Chapter
Seven: the use of mixed capping layer around the NCs as a mean to induce NCs
polarization due to the ligand induced Quantum Confined Stark Effect (LI-QCSE)
leading to decreased exciton binding energy in CdSe NCs. As we showed the EQE
and the absorption wavelength dependency could be used as a measurement to
the strength of the QCSE effect. We therefore fabricated, yet another, bi-layer
device (Device 3) were the CdSe layer constitutes mixed-capped CdSe NCs where
the ligand is MTP (thiol anchor group) and the cross linking molecule is
ethylenediamine (EDA–amine anchor group)[88]. This is different to the
previously introduced Device 2, where both the ligand (MTP) and the cross
linking molecule (EDT) both bear thiol groups anchoring to CdSe NC surface, so
that no LI-QCSE is expected. Figure 65a presents the EQE and Figure 65b shows
current voltage curves of Device 3 comparing them to the previously introduced
bi-layer Device 2 which now serves as a reference sample. The mixed-ligand
device exhibits enhanced charge generation (max EQE of ~6.5%). The current
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voltage curves show increased short circuit current (1.43E-04 A/cm2) as well as
an extremely high open circuit voltage of 0.81V. Closer look at the EQE curves in
the region of the CdSe response, revels a 1.8nm red shift in the peak which
indicates that this enhancement can be indeed attributed to the LI-QCSE, as we
discussed in details in Chapter Seven:
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Figure 65: a. EQE of the bi-layer devices fabricated EDT and EDA as the cross-linking
molecule. (The marked area indicates the first excitonic peak which revel a 1.8nm red shift
in the EDA based device. b. current voltage curves of these two devices. The curves were
measured under AM1.5G 1Sun conditions.

To conclude, Figure 66 summarize the EQE (Figure 66a) and current – voltage
(Figure 66b) characteristics of Devices 1-3. The gradual enhancement in device
performance is clearly seen.
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Figure 66: a. EQE of the three bi-layer devices, showing gradual improvement. b. current
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conditions.
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8.4 SUMMARY
We have demonstrated the use of the inherent type II heterojunction between
CdSe and CdTe NCs to design all NCs bi-layer solar cells. The use of both aqueous
and organic solvent synthesized NCs was demonstrated. The use of CdSe NCs of
larger size has been proven to be beneficial not only to achieve better solar
spectrum matching, but also to lower the exciton binding energy, thus achieving
improved charge generation. . We have also demonstrated that even better
improvement can be achieved making use of the Ligands-induced quantum
confined stark effect (LI-QCSE), which is a useful approach to be employed in
combination with other techniques in design of all-NCs based solar cells.
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CHAPTER NINE: CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR
FURTHER RESEARCH
9.1 CONCLUSIONS
This study shed a light on nanocrystals based solar cells. The physical properties
that govern the operation of these devices were systematically investigated. It
showed the complexity of implementing the potential advantages of NCs in solar
cells. The work revealed new methods, and exploited novel physical phenomena
to overcome exciton binding energy in NCs solids and hence improve charge
generation in NC based solar cells. A special attention was given to the role of the
organic capping layer that covers the NCs. It was found that by different means of
ligands exchange the electro-optical properties of NCs could be tuned, offering
another design tool for the device engineer.
At its essence, this research emphasize the importance of comprehensive
approach to the understanding of the reciprocal relations between the NC core
and its capping layer, and supports the accruing evidence that organic-capped
nanocrystals should be considered as hybrid organic-inorganic materials.

9.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
During the work on this mostly experimental research, a need for a theoretical
complementary work arose. The increased number of evidences of the mutual
relation between the NC core and ligands raises the need of comprehensive
theoretical studies of these relations and their affect on NC based devices.
Another important aspect that arose during this work is the need of large balk
quantities of electronic grade NCs, In order to obtain good reproducible devices.
To this end, there is a need in controlled synthesis procedures, taking into account
the NC’s purity level, size distribution, and free ligand concentration.
Unfortunately, no standards have been set for these important parameters, not
even for the commercially available NCs.
This research was focused on revealing new methods for enhancement of charge
generation in NC based solar cells. Further work is needed in order to implement
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these methods to achieve high efficiency devices. This work should include
optimization of fabrication methods and device structure.
The concerns from toxicity, environmental pollution, and materials availability
were briefly discussed at the introduction chapters of this work. Vast efforts to
obtain “green” NCs from largely available materials are taking place these days. As
most of the achievements of the current studies of NC based solar cells (including
this work) are based on heavy metals NCs and rare materials, there is a need of
further research in order to migrate these achievements to the new type of NCs.
We believe that the concepts that were revealed during this work are general
enough to be relevant to other materials systems.
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תודות
ראשית ברצוני להודות לפרופ' ניר טסלר על הנחייתו בעריכת מחקר זה .במיוחד ברצוני להודות לו
על כך שנקט במדיניות "דלת פתוחה" מחד ,ומאידך עודד עבודה עצמאית ואפשר לי לתהות ולטעות
במהלך המחקר.
ברצוני להודות גם לצוות המעבדה לרכיבים וחומרים אורגניים,בעבר ובהווה  -,וולד מדבדב ,אולגה
סולומשץ' ,אלכסיי רזין ויאיר גנות .נכונותם לעזור ולתרום מזמנם ומניסיונם היקר מפז היוו נדבך
חשוב במחקר זה ובכלל פעילות המחקר וההוראה במעבדה.
תודתי נתונה גם לחברי הקבוצה לאורך שנות שהותי בה – נועם רפפורט ,יבגני פריזנט ,עודד
גולברמן ,רועי שנהר ,יאנג-ג'ון יו ,אריאל אפשטיין ,אריאל בן-ששון ,ליאור לוי ,ישראל רביע,דוד
ווינג ,נטע דוד ,ודן מנדלס .אווירת החברות והתמיכה בקבוצה כמו גם שיתוף הפעולה האקדמי
והתרומה ההדדית בין הסטודנטים בקבוצה היו ועודם נכס לחברי הקבוצה בכלל ולי אישית בפרט.
תודה מיוחדת נתונה למיכל סורני-הררי וערן אבנון לא רק על שיתוף הפעולה במחקר לאורך כל
שלביו ,אלא גם ובעיקר על חברותם ועל תמיכתם ברגעי משבר.
תודתי והערכתי נתונות גם לעוזרות המחקר שלקחו חלק פעיל במחקר זה במהלך השנים – אינה
רויזמן ,מרינה זמין ,ונטליה גרפונקין.
ברצוני להודות לפרופ' אורי בנין ואנשי קבוצתו באוניברסיטה העברית– אסף אהרוני ודויד מוקטה,
כמו גם לפרופ' אשר שמידט ודר' שיפי קבביה מהפקולטה לכימיה בטכניון ,על שיתוף הפעולה
הפורה במהלך המחקר.
תודתי ואהבתי נתונות למשפחתי ,להוריי ולאחותי ,על תמיכתם האין סופית ,ובעיקר לזוגתי ,טלי,
על שתמכה ,עזרה ,והקריבה המון בכדי שמחקר זה יוכל להגיע לסיומו המוצלח .ומעל לכל לבני
יותם ,על שעזר לי לראות דברים כהווייתם ,ולהבחין בדברים החשובים בחיי.

ניר יעקבי-גרוס
לונדון ,בריטניה ,מרץ 2102
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תקציר

לקים מאובנים (כגון נפט,פחם וגז טבעי) ,ואנרגיה גרעינית הינם מקורות האנרגיה
העיקריים של המין האנושי בתקופתנו .הגידול הנרחב בצריכת אנרגיה בעשורים
האחרונים ,מעלה את החשש כי עתודות הדלקים המאובנים יתדלדלו עד כדי מחסור חמור
במקורות אנרגיה .חשש זה ,בנוסף לתופעות הלוואי הסביבתיות הנובעות משריפת דלקים
מאובנים ,מעודד חוקרים למצוא מקורות אנרגיה מתחדשת חלופיים .תאי-שמש הינם מקור אנרגיה
מתחדשת המהווה חלופה מבטיחה לדלקים מאובנים על ידי המרה ישירה של אור השמש לחשמל.
תאי-שמש מבוססי סיליקון מציגים כיום יעילות המרת הספק של כ .22%עם זאת ,שימוש נרחב
בתאי-שמש אלו ,עדין מוגבל בשל העלויות הגבוהות של חומרי המוצא ,כמו גם עלויות תהליכי
הייצור המצריכים ואקום וטמפרטורות גבוהות .ננו-גבישים מוליכים למחצה הינם קבוצת חומרים
מבטיחה לייצור זול של תאי-שמש בעלי יעילות גבוהה .המאפיינים החשמליים והאופטיים
הייחודיים שלהם ,כמו גם פשטות ובטיחות הייצור מתמיסה שלהם ושל שכבות דקות מבוססות
אותם ננו-גבישים ,מעידות על כך שתאי-שמש מבוססי ננו-גבישים אלו יאפשרו המרת אנרגיית
שמש בשטחים גדולים ובאופן זול .הכליאה הקוונטית של נושאי מטען בתוך ננו-גבישים ,מובילה
לתכונות אופטית ותרמיות ייחודיות שעשויות גם להביא לפריצת המגבלה התיאורטית ליעילות
תאי-שמש רגילים (תאים אלו מכונים תאי-שמש מדור שלישי) .אליה וקוץ בה ,הכליאה הקוונטית
גם מגבילה את יעילותם של תאי-שמש מבוססי ננו-גבישים .אנרגיית הכליאה מהווה מחסום
אנרגטי עליו יש להתגבר בפירוק זוגות אלקטרון-חור כמו גם בהסעה של נושאי מטען בין ננו-
גבישים שכנים.
מטרת מחקר זה היא לחשוף את התכונות הפיסיקליות הקובעות את ביצועי תאי-שמש מבוססי ננו-
גבישים .הבנת פרמטרים שונים המשפיעים על התקנים אלו תאפשר תכנון מדוקדק של תאי-שמש
בעלי ,יעילות ועלות נמוכה.כתוצר לוואי של תהליך הייצור בתמיסה ,פני השטח של הננו-גבישים
מכוסים בשכבת חיפוי של מולקולות אורגניות המכונות ליגנדים שתפקידם לייצב ולאפשר המסה
של הננו-גבישים בממסים שונים .בשל היחס הגבוה בין פני השטח לנפח הננו-גבישים ,לא ניתן
להפריז בהשפעתם של פני השטח על התכונות החשמליות של הננו-גביש .למרות זאת עד כה,
טופלו הליגנדים המכסים את פני השטח של הננו-גביש ,רק כשכבת פסיבציה וכמחסום להולכה בין
ננו-גבישים שכנים .לאחרונה ,התרבו העדויות כי לשכבת הליגנדים תרומה מכרעת לתכונות
הפיסיקליות של הננו-גבישים .סורני-הררי ואח' גילו כי ניתן לכוונן את מיקום הרמות האלקטרוניות
של הננו-גבישים לעומת רמת הואקום ,על ידי חילופי ליגנדים .החלפת הליגנדים המקוריים בהם
השתמשו בתהליך הייצור בליגנדים שונים ,גרמה להזזה במיקום רמות האנרגיה של הננו-גבישים.
עוד התגלה ,כי המרכיב המשמעותי בקביעת כיוון ועוצמת ההזזה הינו קבוצת הקישור של הליגנד.
קבוצה כימית זו היא שמסתפחת על פני הננו-גביש ,והדיפול הנוצר בינה לבין פני השטח של הננו-
גבי ש ,משרה שדה חשמלי שמסיט את מיקום רמות האנרגיה .בעקבות מחקר זה אנו מעוניינים
לצור מערכת מינוחים רחבה יותר ,כזו המטפלת בננו-גבישים מוליכים למחצה כישויות מרוכבות,
היינו כחומרים היברידיים אורגניים ואי-אורגניים .הבנת יחסי הגומלין בין הליבה האי-אורגנית לבין
שכבת החיפוי האורגנית תאפשר הבנה רחבה יותר של התהליכים הפיסיקליים בשכבות דקות
מבוססות ננו-גבישים ,ולכן תאפשר תכנון מדוקדק של תאי-שמש מבוססי ננו-גבישים אלו.
II

במחקר זה אנו מדגימים יישום של כוונון רמות האנרגיה ליצירת צומת מעורבת מסוג שני (צומת
מדורגת) בין פולימר מוליך למחצה לבין שכבה דקה של ננו-גבישים .הצומת המדורגת מאפשרת
פירוק יעיל של זוגות אלקטרון-חור ומביאה לשיפור של שני סדרי גודל ביעילות תאי-שמש באזור
התת-אדום הקרוב .כמו כן ,אנו מציעים גישה חדשנית לייצור תאי-שמש בעלי שכבה פעילה
מבוססת ננו-גבישים בלבד המיוצרת מאצווה בודדת של ננו-גבישים (ללא צורך במוליך למחצה
אחר) .בהתקנים אלו הצומת המדורגת נוצרת על ידי ניצול השוני בהסחת רמות אנרגיה הנובעת
מהחלפת הליגנדים המקוריים בליגנדים שונים .כאמור ,חוזק וכיוון ההסחה נקבע על ידי קבוצת
הקישור של הליגנד .לכן אנו מראים כי חלוקת האצווה לשני חלקים ,והחלפת כל חלק בליגנדים
בעלי קבוצת קישור שונה ,מייצרת ,למעשה ,שני חומרים אשר רמות האנרגיה שלהם מוזזות
בתצורת צומת מדורגת .יעילות התקנים המיוצרים מתערובת חומרים אלו ,גבוהה משמעותית
מיעילות התקני בקרה המיוצרים מננו-גבישים מחלק אחד בלבד מהאצווה המקורית.
בעקבות התוצאות המבטיחות של הניסויים לעיל ,חקרנו את ההשפעה של שכבת חיפוי מעורבת
על התכונות של הננו-גבישים .מצאנו כי על ידי חיפוי הננו-גביש בשתי מלקולות שונות ,ניתן
להשרות שדות חשמליים גדולים מספיר בכדי לשנות באופן מהותי את התכונות החשמליות
והאופטיות של הננו-גביש .שדה חשמלי זה ,נוצר בתוך הננו-גביש בשל תערובת של ליגנדים בעלי
קבוצות קישור שונות (כאמור ,הקבוצות המקשרות בין הליגנד לפני השטח של הננו-גביש) .בחינת
ההתפתחות הזמנית כמו גם המצב היציב של התכונות האופטיות של ננו-גבישים במהלך החלפת
הליגנדים ,הביאה לגילוי כי נוצרת הסחה של שיא הבליעה של הננו-גביש כתלות בהרכב שכבת
החיפוי .כלומר ,ניתן לכוונן את חוזקו של השדה החשמלי על ידי שליטה בהרכב שכבת החיפוי.
תוצאות אלו קיבלו משנה תוקף על ידי מדידות תהודה מגנטית של הננו-גבישים ,שהראו את
הספיחה ההדרגתית של הליגנדים שלפני הננו-גבישים ,ואפשרו לבסס את הקשר בין חוזק ההסחה
להרכב שכבת החיפוי .כמו כן אנו מדגימים כי השימוש בשדה חשמלי המושרה על ידי שכבת חיפוי
מעורבת ,משפר באופן משמעותי את יעילות ייצור המטען בתאי-שמש מבוססי ננו-גבישים ,ולכן
משפר באופן משמעותי את היעילות הכוללת של תאים אלו.
לבסוף אנו מראים כי ניתן לרתום את ההבדל בין רמות האנרגיה של סוגי ננו-גבישים שונים בכדי
להתגבר על אנרגיית הקשר של זוגות אלקטרון-חור בשני החומרים ובכך לשפר את יעילות תאי
השמש על ידי יצירת תאים דו-שכבתיים המשלבים חומרים אלו .בחלק זה של המחקר נעשה
שילוב בין ננו-גבישים שיוצרו בתמיסה מימית לכאלו שיוצרו בתמיסה אורגנית .בכדי לשפר את
יעילות תאי השמש נבחרו ננו-גבישים בגדלים שונים כך שפרופיל הבליעה של תא השמש יתרחב
והחפיפה בינו לבין ספקטרום השמש תגדל .כמו כן אנו מדגימים שילוב של מספר גורמים להעלאת
יעילות תאי השמש ,בהתקן דו שכבתי המשלב ננו-גבישים מסוגים וגדלים שונים כאשר אחת
השכבות מחופה בתערובת ליגנדים המשרה שדה חשמלי פנימי להעלאת יעילות ייצור המטען.

III

תאי-שמש מבוססי ננו-גבישים
מוליכים למחצה.
חיבור על מחקר

לשם מילוי חלקי של הדרישות לקבלת התואר
דוקטור לפילוסופיה

ניר יעקבי-גרוס

הוגש לסנט הטכניון – מכון טכנולוגי לישראל
אדר תשע"ב

חיפה

מרץ 2102

תאי-שמש מבוססי ננו-גבישים
מוליכים למחצה.

ניר יעקבי-גרוס

